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U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
Fundamentals of Operational Warfighting
C/M/S 500
Reference 1. Road to War — Up to 20 June 20XX
______________________________________________________________________________
Section I. Introduction
Today is 20 June 20XX. You are a member of
the J-5 (Plans) staff of United States Central
Command (USCENTCOM). As part of a crisis
action planning effort, you have been tasked to
work with the J-3 operations staff to prepare for a
contingency operation into Saudi Arabia. Your
initial responsibility is to conduct a review of the
major political and military events that have led up
to the current crisis.
This appendix paints a “revisionist history” of
events that occurred from the end of DESERT
STORM (1991) to June 20XX (which may be any
year from 1996 to 20__). The key military events
of this teaching scenario begin in June 20XX.
Section II. Political/Military Events
1991-20XX
Summary of key events of 1991-92
1. Political/economic events in theater.
a. The end of 1991 saw the beginnings of
Saddam Hussein’s demise. Intelligence sources
from within Iran and Iraq began reporting growing
discontent and unrest against the dictator. This
unrest became apparent with the formation in Iran
of a new Iraqi political party, the Party of
Righteousness
(HIZBIRR),
whose
stated
objectives were to overthrow Saddam Hussein, to
replace the secular Baath party, and to cleanse the
nation of Iraq of all non-Islamic influences. The
party’s origin was clearly linked to Shiite elements
in Iraq and Iran. The party had strong connections
to Iran’s Party of God (HIZBALLAH) and its
stated objective to export Iran’s Islamic revolution.
Societal unrest in Iraq, aggravated by UN-imposed
sanctions, continued to worsen during late 1991,
thus promoting this new party’s influence within
Iraq. By late December 1991, the party had
developed a strong support base in southern and

central Iraq.
b. In October 1991, the United States Army
began its strategic transition from a forward
deployed force to a force projection Army. The
new Army has as its conceptual focus the
capability to project power around the world using
a contingency corps supported by additional
reinforcing corps.
c. In November 1991, China and North
Korea made overtures to Saddam Hussein’s
faltering government. Both countries offered to
increase trade and to provide military equipment to
replace Iraqi losses suffered during the Gulf War.
Though no formal agreement was reached, new
equipment began to appear in Iraq almost
immediately.
d. At the end of the year, the United Nations
lifted all remaining sanctions against Iraq, thereby
releasing oil export income for Saddam Hussein’s
use. In return, Iraq surrendered all its nuclear,
biological, and chemical warfare materials. This
action further eroded Hussein’s power base by
providing his critics an opportunity to condemn him
for giving in to Western demands.
e. Both Iran and Iraq suffered a loss in
economic power in 1992. World oil production
remained high, forcing prices down, and OPEC
refused their requests to reduce overall production
and raise oil prices. Lower oil prices hindered
Iran’s and Iraq’s military rebuilding efforts and
forced the two nations to rely more on Chinese and
North Korean sources for their military hardware,
using oil-for-weapons barter arrangements. Kuwait
was able to extinguish all its oil fires and return to
its pre-war production levels by April 1992.
f. In the Fall of 1992, HIZBIRR factions
protested Saddam Hussein’s regime by openly
staging riots in Al Basrah. Republican Guard
forces attempted to stop the protest, but the key
members of the protest escaped to safe havens
within the city. The strange inability of this elite
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unit to gain control of this unrest was not fully
understood in 1992. We now know that its
leadership had already been infiltrated by officers
secretly committed to HIZBIRR party goals.
2. Military events in theater.
a. From February through December 1991,
U.S. forces continued to operate in Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia in a peacetime engagement role that
consisted primarily of providing nation assistance.
Special operations forces left in Kuwait continued
to monitor the situation in southeastern Iraq near
Al Basrah. NATO forces also created an
operational contingency force in Turkey to monitor
the Kurdish situation in northwestern Iraq and
eastern Turkey. Nations that had been friendly to
Saddam Hussein’s regime before DESERT
SHIELD/DESERT STORM began helping
Saddam to rebuild his badly mauled army and air
force. In response, the United States and other
allied nations in Europe began to increase the
military strength of the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) nations (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and Oman) in return
for basing rights in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Oman,
and Kuwait. Coalition military forces redeployed
from the Gulf from February through October
1991. By 28 October 1991, almost all coalition
forces had redeployed from Saudi Arabia.
b. Joint Task Force SABER, consisting of a
special operations battalion in Kuwait and a
complete armored cavalry regiment (207th ACR)
stationed in Saudi Arabia’s King Khalid Military
City near the Iraqi border, remained in theater
after the major redeployment was completed. A
Pre-positioned Materiel Configured to Unit Sets
(POMCUS) armored division, was also established
in Kuwait. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
established a new Engineer District in Kuwait. The
U.S. Navy maintained a constant vigil over the
Strait of Hormuz with a carrier battle group.
Several U.S. Air Force elements remained in
Turkey and Saudi Arabia. Composite wings of F15E, F-16, and EF-111 aircraft were left in Incirlik,
Turkey, and Saudi Arabia and began to fly combat
air patrols over northern and southern Iraq on a
regular basis. Saddam Hussein remained quiet and
let his Baath party government function in a
vacuum of power caused by his defeat and loss of

face in the Arab world.
c. Throughout 1992, Kuwait continued to
clean up the post-DESERT STORM battlefield
with assistance from the U.S. Corps of Engineer
District in Kuwait City. Kuwait also announced its
decision to construct a defensive zone on its border
with Iraq. The zone, consisting of a series of
antitank obstacles along Kuwait’s northern and
northwestern border with Iraq, is designed to deter
a direct attack into Kuwait similar to that of 2
August 1990. It is intended to compel an opposing
force to attack Kuwait from the west rather than
from the north along the coast, thereby forcing the
attacker to establish longer lines of communication
and providing additional warning time to the GCC.
d. Early in 1992, the UN Security Council
established a permanent demilitarized zone along
the Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabian borders with Iraq.
This zone is 15km wide and runs 10km on the Iraqi
side and 5km on the Kuwaiti side of the current
borders. It allows for a limited amount of warning
of hostile action and gives the UN peacekeeping
force established in December 1991 a specific
area to monitor. It also allows the U.S. Army’s
207th ACR to deploy to the zone on short notice if
a threat or crisis develops.
e. Saudi Arabia capitalized on its Gulf War
success and increased influence by modernizing its
Army and Air Force throughout the year. M1A1
tanks and new F-15 aircraft were incorporated into
the military. Saudi Arabia also worked with the
GCC to begin forming a GCC force of two to four
heavy divisions (U.S. equivalent) with the intent of
deterring any future attack into Saudi Arabia from
the north. The force, called PENINSULA
SHIELD, will eventually be based in Kuwait and in
King Khalid Military City (KKMC), Saudi Arabia.
f. Iraq began to rebuild its military in 1992.
The Iraqi plan, discovered by U.S. intelligence
sources in 1994, was to rebuild the Army to at
least one-half of pre-Gulf War levels. It called for
strengthening the effectiveness of the Air Force
and Air Defense elements of the Iraqi military.
The Baathist party continued to dominate military
leadership throughout the year, but, for the first
time, Iraqi military leaders were allowed to operate
with less control from Saddam Hussein than had
previously been the case. In late 1992, senior
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military leaders also convinced the dictator of the
need to begin forming a central institute of military
doctrine and arranged for schooling in Russia,
China and North Korea for selected Iraqi officers.
The individual responsible for these initiatives was
General Fazid Izmal. A brigade commander in the
Republican Guard during DESERT STORM,
General Izmal successfully extracted his brigade
from Kuwait without significant losses during
attacks by coalition air forces. He then received a
series of quick promotions based on his highly
successful efforts to rebuild the Iraqi military. By
the end of 1992, Izmal was in almost complete
control of the military. We now know that his
ability to retain influence in the Republican Guard
as a secret leader of the HIZBIRR party would
prove to be a key element in the party’s success.
Saddam Hussein, fearing assassination by the
emerging HIZBIRR party but unable to identify its
leaders, was seen only rarely at public events.
g. The government of Iran continued its
support to the Iraqi HIZBIRR party throughout
1992. Iran also began to improve its army and
develop a stronger doctrinal basis for its military.
Based on lessons learned from their 1980-88 war
with Iraq, the military leaders of Iran improved the
training and equipment of Baseej and
Revolutionary Guard forces and restored the
capabilities of conventional army forces. It placed
an ambitious leader of its Revolutionary Guard
forces as its new military Chief of Staff —
General Abdul Barzan. Barzan had been a key
brigade commander during the Iran-Iraq war and
had played a critical role in reversing Iran’s initial
setbacks through a counteroffensive using humanwave tactics.
3. Events elsewhere (bearing on SWA).
a. USCENTCOM continued to develop
contingency plans for future involvement in the
theater of operations. The command’s contingency
plan is shown in OPLAN 1648.
b. XXI (U.S.) Airborne Corps, based in
CONUS, and II (U.S.) Corps, based in Europe,
were designated as the key forces in
CENTCOM’s deliberate contingency plans for
ground operations in SWA.
c. USCENTCOM also coordinated with the
nations of the GCC to conduct regular joint and

combined exercises in the GCC nations. The first
exercise was scheduled for 1997 in Saudi Arabia.
The next is scheduled for Oman in 20XX. The
approved plan is to rotate the exercise between the
two nations every other year.
Summary of key events of 1993-97
1. Military events in theater.
a. Schools of military doctrine appeared in both
Baghdad and Tehran in 1993. Several high ranking
officers from both nations began attending military
colleges in Russia and other former Soviet Union
republics as early as February 1993.
b. Beginning in late 1993, military analysts
began to assert that Iranian and Iraqi forces were
sufficiently capable to provide a credible defense
against external threats. One analyst projected
that, together, the two nations could form a
credible offensive threat in the region. Estimates at
the time placed the ground forces of both these
nations at one-half to two-thirds of their 1990
strengths. Most of their new equipment is based on
Soviet designs and manufactured in China or North
Korea.
c. The air forces of both nations began flying
an upgraded Chinese version of the MIG-21 during
the summer of 1993. Both nations also began
conducting air exercises in their respective
interiors. Later in the year, national intelligence
sources confirmed the initial use of a more
effective ground-based acquisition radar in these
exercises. The new radar has since been
integrated into the Iraqi air defense system.
d. From late 1993 to 1996, Kuwait constructed its new line of defense from the border
with Iraq on the Persian Gulf to a point in the
desert near 30 degrees north latitude, 47 degrees
east longitude (approximately 80km southwest of
Hulaybah). The line consists of a tank ditch, a
50m-wide antitank minefield, and a barbed wire
fence. Ground radar sensors are spaced at 15km
intervals along what becomes a 100km-long
obstacle.
e. Human intelligence sources provided a
disturbing report to U.S. military analysts late in
1995. The report, from a senior Iraqi defense
official who defected to Jordan, stated that Iraq
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had developed a powerful armor-piercing round for
its T-72 tanks which gives them the range and
effectiveness roughly equivalent to the T-80.
Limited testing of this new tank round, monitored
by Western intelligence sources, confirmed that the
round is a dangerous new addition to Iraq’s
arsenal. The round was given the code name
SHREDDER. The report gave no information
about the current or projected number of
SHREDDER rounds, and the collection of this data
remains a high priority for U.S. intelligence. With
this report also came the news that the Iraqi Army
had purchased T-80 fire control technology and
was outfitting its T-72 tanks with this system. With
or without a SHREDDER round, this fire control
system now provides the T-72 a high level of
accuracy under nighttime and adverse weather
conditions.
f. Joint and Combined Exercise DESERT
RETURN was conducted in Saudi Arabia in the
fall of 1997. The rapid airlift of portions of the XXI
(U.S.) Corps into Dhahran, Ad Damman, and
Kuwait confirmed a 30-day closure rate of three
divisions. The 21st Infantry Division (Light), the
47th Air Assault Division, the 23rd Armored
Division (using prepositioned equipment), and the
in-place 207th ACR participated in the exercise.
The 55th Infantry Division (Mechanized), stationed
in southeastern Georgia, also sent an observercontroller team to help plan for the 55th’s role in
any future contingency operation. DESERT
RETURN was observed by several invited nations.
Exercise play by the 1st Battalion, 4th Special
Forces Group (FWD) deployed in Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia also revealed some uninvited
observers. Early in the operation, the Iraqi military
attempted to send small reconnaissance teams
deep into Saudi Arabia to observe the exercise
covertly. However, SF special reconnaissance
teams observed their movement and alerted
elements of the 207th ACR, which captured
several of the teams along the Iraqi-Saudi border.
A subsequent U.S. diplomatic protest to Baghdad
was ignored by the government of Iraq.
g. Kuwait finished its 100km-long defensive
line along its border with Iraq late in 1996. A
Kuwaiti brigade now keeps the line under constant
observation.

h. By the end of 1996, Saudi Arabia and the
GCC could boast a standing three division corps in
KKMC which fields M1A1 tanks, M2/3 Bradley
fighting vehicles, Vulcan/Stinger and Hawk ADA
units, and MLRS batteries. Using stocks
prepositioned at KKMC, the GCC can form and
deploy in northern Saudi Arabia an additional
heavy division in 90 days. With existing agreements, up to an additional six division equivalents
can be provided by Egypt, the United Kingdom,
France, and Syria 90 days into any crisis. This
potentially provides a total of up to 10 non-U.S.
divisions within 90 days. Mobilization and partial
deployment of four of these divisions was
exercised during DESERT RETURN. By C+135,
seven additional division equivalents can be
provided as a result of still untested GCC
agreements with Pakistan, Egypt, Djibouti, Kenya,
Poland, Bangladesh, Turkey, Malaysia, Morocco,
Tunisia, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Indonesia, South
Korea, and the Netherlands. These additional
divisions provide the potential for 17 Coalition
Command (COALCOM) division equivalents to be
in theater by C+135. Five U.S. divisions will bring
the potential friendly OB to 22 by C+135.
i. Late in 1997, citing potential commitments
to contingency operations in the former
Yugoslavia, the U.S. II Corps commander,
working with the NATO chain of command,
requested that a cap be put on deployment of
Europe-based units to other theaters. For CY98, it
was agreed that only three U.S. brigades would be
considered for potential deployment outside of
Europe. These three brigades (Separate MECH
INF, Field Artillery, and Aviation) are apportioned
for planning to USCENTCOM.
j. Seventy C-17 transports join the U.S.
strategic airlift fleet. The aging fleet of C-141
aircraft begins a graduated retirement offset by the
introduction of the C-17s. Joining the U.S. strategic
sealift fleet are 10 new fast roll-on/roll-off SL-7
ships, bringing the total to 20.
2. Political events in theater
a. On 15 May 1993, in a surprise to the
world, the newly proclaimed government of the
Islamic Republic of Iraq announced a coup and
declared Saddam Hussein dead. The HIZBIRR
party claimed responsibility for the overthrow of
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the “Godless Baath Party” and its “murderous,
corrupt” leader. HIZBIRR spokesmen announced
that the new government would seek close
relations with Iran and that the party’s objectives
are similar to those of Iran’s 1979 Islamic
revolution. The party is opposed to hereditary
family rule, rejects the stationing of non-Islamic
forces in the region, opposes Western attempts to
dominate the region and control its resources, and
favors Islamic solutions to regional issues.
b. Iraq conducted an election during June
1993 that was dominated by the Shi’ite-based
HIZBIRR party. A new president, Jahib
Almazzein, was elected. A popular figure with the
Iraqi people, the new president seemed to project a
future of peaceful cooperation with the GCC as
well as with Iran. However, General Izmal soon
came to dominate all political affairs from behind
the scenes. It was later discovered that his secret
negotiations with General Barzan before the coup
actually secured the necessary Iranian support and
assistance. The details of their agreement,
however, remained unknown for several years.
c. The September 1993 “Declaration of
Principles” agreement between Israel and the
PLO brought some hope that a resolution of the
Palestinian issue was finally at hand. However, an
outbreak of Palestinian riots in the Gaza and violent
protests by radical Israeli settlers in the West Bank
soon dashed hopes for rapid progress in the region.
d. In late December 1997, the president of
the United States announced the formation of a
U.S.-led working committee to resolve any issues
that stand in the way of a comprehensive ArabIsraeli peace treaty. The committee is composed
of the foreign ministers of Israel, its neighboring
Arab nations, Saudi Arabia, and representatives of
the PLO. The SECSTATE also began a round of
visits to Israel, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, Egypt, and
Saudi Arabia just prior to the end of the year.
e. Immediately after the U.S. announcement,
Iran and Iraq announced their opposition to this
latest example of U.S. “coercion” to resolve what
they consider to be a Middle East issue. Iran
formally stated that it would take whatever action
necessary to deter the cooperation of any Arab
country in this attempt at “Western and Zionist
colonialism.”

Summary of key events of 1998-99
1. Military events in theater.
a. In 1998, the 55th MECH Div began planning for a 20XX exercise called DESERT
SUPPORT. This exercise will deploy elements of
the 55th MECH Div from Georgia to Oman near
the Strait of Hormuz. The exercise scenario will
require the division to conduct operations as part of
a joint and combined task force involving GCC
member states.
b. In an effort to enhance the military
cooperation between Iraqi and Iranian military
forces, Jahib Almazzein, the president of Iraq,
extended an invitation to Iran to conduct a small
scale combined CPX in Baghdad in the fall of
1998. According to a joint statement issued by
General Izmal (Iraq) and General Barzan (Iran),
the declared purpose of the exercise was to
“examine the possibility of developing common
command and control operating procedures
between the military forces of the region’s two
major Muslim nations.” The exercise was
conducted in November 1998 and involved
approximately 100 mid-grade and senior-level
officers from both nations. Even before it actually
took place, GCC nations criticized the exercise as
threatening to Gulf stability. In December following
the exercise, General Izmal issued a short
statement praising the capabilities and vision of
Iranian military, political and religious leaders.
2. Political events in theater.
a. Throughout early 1998, several high
ranking Iraqi Sunni military and political leaders
defected to Saudi Arabia. The defectors all
repeated a similar story of increasing economic
difficulties and growing political unrest among the
formerly dominant Sunni population. Individuals
critical of the largely Shi’ite civilian and military
leadership are now frequently harassed by small
groups of soldiers that have received special
training in Iran.
b. In July 1998, on the tenth anniversary of
the cease-fire ending the Iran-Iraq War, the two
erstwhile enemies dedicated identical war
memorials to the soldiers who died in the war. The
monuments, located in the cities of Al Basrah, Iraq,
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and Abadan, Iran, each bear a statement praising
the bravery and dedication of the soldiers of both
nations and calling for unity between “true
believing” Islamic nations in the future.
c. In a major breakthrough, Israel announced
in early 1999, that it will begin to close some
settlements on the West Bank as part of its
agreement with the PLO. However, Israeli settlers
resisted several attempts to relocate them and, in
some instances, Israeli soldiers refused to comply
with their orders. Radical Palestinian elements
responded to these developments by approaching
the Iraqi government for assistance in stopping
what they feel is Arafat’s betrayal of their cause.
Despite the problems that continue in the occupied
territories, both the Israeli government and the
PLO leadership have vowed to press on with the
implementation of their 1993 agreement. To assist
them, President Bill Clinton appointed former U.S.
President Jimmy Carter as Special Envoy to the
Middle East during a special Israeli-PLO
ceremony at the White House in December 1999.
Carter was tasked with identifying any remaining
problems that would preclude a peaceful
settlement in the region.
Summary of key events of 20XX
1. Political events in theater.
a. The annual Islamic pilgrimage month
began on 7 February 20XX. The first day of the
pilgrimage was marked by a terrorist attack in
Mecca on a crowd of largely Saudi pilgrims going
to the Grand Mosque. A car bomb near the crowd
of pilgrims killed 25 people and wounded 40. The
government of Saudi Arabia denounced the attack
as vile and warned the terrorist group responsible
that this outrage in Islam’s holiest site will be
avenged. No group took immediate responsibility
for the attack, but suspicions ran high in Riyadh
that Iran was culpable. Several Saudi Arabian Shia
radicals from the Kingdom’s eastern provinces
were eventually arrested and beheaded even
though there appeared to be little evidence tying
them to the bombing. Iran also responded to the
attack by releasing an official statement that
recalled and praised the 1979 seizure of the Grand
Mosque in Mecca by 700 Saudi dissidents opposed

to the pro-Western Saudi regime.
b. On 10 May 20XX, a remote controlled
bomb was set off near the Prophet Mohammed’s
tomb in Medina, Islam’s second holiest site, during
a visit of Saudi Arabia’s king. The bomb failed to
harm the king, but five bystanders were killed.
Although no group claimed responsibility,
intelligence sources have since indicated that a
clandestine group of Saudi dissidents — including
both Shia and Sunni members — supported by
Iran, is the most likely suspect. Radio Tehran,
while condemning the location of the attack as an
outrage, nevertheless held the Saudi royal family as
ultimately responsible for having failed to protect
the three holiest sites in Islam: Mecca, Medina, and
Jerusalem. It has repeatedly denounced Saudi
Arabia and other Arab members of the committee
formed in 1997 to resolve the Arab-Israeli dispute
for having failed to defend Islam. Iran later issued
a formal statement on 25 May that called for the
formation of a council of “true believing” Islamic
nations to replace Saudi Arabia as custodian of the
Holy Cities.
c. On 10 June 20XX, a riot in Mecca outside
the Grand Mosque killed over a hundred people
and caused considerable damage to portions of the
mosque. Saudi Arabian troops required 24 hours to
restore order. In response to this latest attack,
Riyadh announced that it will close Mecca and
Medina to all Iranian and Iraqi pilgrims and to any
Shia Muslim from Saudi Arabia.
d. On 11 June 20XX, Tehran radio
condemned Riyadh’s action as illegal and contrary
to the fundamental obligation of every Muslim to
make the pilgrimage at least once in a lifetime. The
true culprit for the terrorist incidents, according to
Tehran, was the Saudi royal family, which had
become a “stooge of the Zionist and Western
imperialists” by surrendering Islamic rights in
Jerusalem and “permitting infidel forces to invade
and occupy” Islamic lands. Iran called for a holy
war to wrest control of Islamic shrines from the
“traitors to Islam.” The same day, Baghdad radio
announced that the nation of Iraq fully supports
Iran in its call for a Jihad to retake the holy
places. A highly classified report has now revealed
that military leaders of the two nations also met
secretly in Tehran on the 11th to discuss combined
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military operations against the “enemies of Islam.”
They agreed to form a military coalition (Iran-Iraq
Coalition — IIC) and to assemble a joint and
combined planning staff with elements in Tehran
and Baghdad.
e. On 15 June 20XX, Iran and Iraq
demanded that Saudi Arabia surrender control of
Mecca and Medina to an Islamic council headed
by the senior Shia cleric — the Marja-e-Taqlid
(Source of Emulation) — an Iraqi ayatollah, or
face the wrath of Islamic “warriors.” On 16 June,
Riyadh denounced the demand as an attempt to
undermine its sovereign authorities and called for
Arab and Muslim unity against Iran and Iraq’s
treachery, and requested an urgent meeting of the
UN Security Council. The UN responded to the
request for assistance by issuing the UN Security
Council Resolution (UNSCR) that follows below.
f. The crisis in SWA appears to have been
triggered by an announcement by the U.S.
president in early January 20XX that his special
envoy, former President Carter, had convinced the
multinational working group on the Middle East
peace process to hold a concluding negotiation
later that month in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The
terrorist attacks in Mecca and Medina are now
believed to have been a direct reaction to this
announcement. The meeting has not yet been held
due to the outbreak of violence.
2. Military events in theater.
a. On 10 January 20XX, Operation SEA
WOLF was conducted by the Navy and U.S.
Marines to practice an amphibious landing on the
coast of Oman. The exercise involved the forces
of a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB), an airground task force of roughly 15,000 personnel) and
a carrier battle group. Iran vehemently protested

the exercise as a threat to the “peace and stability”
of the region.
b. On 25 January 20XX, USCENTCOM
conducted a CPX, in conjunction with a U.S. Air
Force exercise “Blue Flag,” to prepare for the
planned exercise DESERT SUPPORT in Oman
later in July 20XX. This exercise will deploy
elements of the 55th MECH Div out of Georgia to
Oman near the Strait of Hormuz.
c. On 10 May 20XX, the CJCS directed
USCENTCOM to increase WATCHCON status
in its AOR in reaction to increased tensions
between Saudi Arabia and Iran and Iraq.
d. On 11 June 20XX, CINC USCENTCOM
sent a message to the Chairman, JCS, announcing
the initiation of JOPES crisis action planning
procedures.
e. On 16 June 20XX, national intelligence
assets alerted CENTCOM of the movement of
Iranian and Iraqi forces into the Euphrates river
valley.
f. On 19 June 20XX, CENTCOM received
confirmation by national intelligence that Iran and
Iraq are building a massive force of up to 24
divisions in the Euphrates river valley northwest of
Al Basrah. A division-size force was also observed
in Iran moving southeast toward the Strait of
Hormuz. Additionally, the IIC has obtained access
to near real-time satellite reconnaissance data and
satellite communications from unknown outside
sources. The reconnaissance data is sufficiently
detailed to expose concentrations of military units,
supplies, and equipment anywhere on the Arabian
peninsula and can be communicated directly to
selected Iran-Iraq Coalition (IIC) corps level headquarters.
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Following is a fictional UN resolution:
Text of UN Security Council Resolution 1002
DATELINE: UNITED NATIONS PRIORITY: Urgent WORD COUNT: 283
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS DATE: June 18, 20XX OB: 3WHEN
Here is the text of UN Security Council Resolution 1002, passed 13 to 1, with China abstaining, on June
18, to condemn the build-up of Iraqi and Iranian forces inside Iraq. The UN demands the immediate
disbandment of the force as a threat to peace and authorizes the immediate use of force by UN members
if the forces are used offensively against any neighbor of Iran or Iraq. There has been no response from
either the government of Iran or Iraq in regard to this resolution. Libya cast the only vote against the
resolution.
THE SECURITY COUNCIL: Alarmed by the indicated build-up of military force by Iran and Iraq
inside Iraq detected on June 16, 20XX, the hostile government threats made by both countries against
Saudi Arabia, and the past history of the use of force by both nations, the Security Council has determined
that the build-up of forces and implied intent of those forces to threaten neighboring countries constitutes a
breach of international peace. Acting under Articles 39 and 40 of the Charter of the United Nations: (1)
Condemns the Iranian/Iraqi build-up of forces; (2) Demands that Iran and Iraq immediately disband the
combined force; (3) Calls upon Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia to begin immediate negotiations for the
resolution of their differences regarding the status of the Islamic Holy Cities and supports all efforts in this
regard, especially those of the Arab League and the Islamic Conference Organization; (4) Invites member
nations to deploy such military forces as may be required to deter aggressive actions by the Iran and Iraq
that undermine the peace and stability of the Gulf region; (5) Decides to meet again as necessary to
consider further steps to ensure compliance with this resolution; and (6) Reiterates that the UN
Demilitarized Zone created by UNSC Resolution 813 remains in effect and under observation by military
forces under UN control.

Key events list up to 20 June 20XX
JANUARY 20XX
• Iran protests U.S. amphibious exercises in
Oman as a threat to peace.
MARCH 20XX
• Key Arab nations agree to resolve remaining
issues leading to a comprehensive Arab-Israeli
peace.
• Tensions escalate in eastern Europe; NATO
forces assume a higher alert status.
APRIL 20XX

• First terrorist attack in Mecca.
MAY 20XX
• Second terrorist attack in Medina.
• CJCS tells CINC CENTCOM to increase
vigilance in CENTCOM AOR (WATCHCON
situation in Iran/Iraq/ Saudi Arabia is
increased).
JUNE 20XX
• Third violent incident occurs in Mecca.
• Saudi Arabia bans Iranian and Iraqi pilgrims
from the Holy Cities.
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•
•
•
•

Iran threatens a Jihad to wrest control of the
Holy Cities; Iraq announces its support.
Iraq meets secretly with Iran to form a
coalition (IIC).
Iran and Iraq demand Saudi Arabia turn over
control of Holy Cities to an Islamic council.
Saudi King denounces demand; requests
urgent UN action.

•
•
•
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Joint crisis action planning begins (J-3 and J-5
staff review “on-the-shelf” plan OPLAN
1648).
National intelligence detects IIC military
build-up.
United Nations approves UNSCR 1002
authorizing deployment of military forces.
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U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
Fundamentals of Operational Warfighting
C/M/S 500
Reference 2. Theater Strategy, U.S. Central Command
______________________________________________________________________________
Executive Summary (JAN 20XX)
We at USCENTCOM are charged with
maintaining watch in this turbulent area, projecting
American presence and influence where possible,
and planning for the use of U.S. forces as required
to protect U.S. vital interests. Operations DESERT
SHIELD, DESERT STORM, and DESERT
RETURN (Fall 1997) reflected continuity with
earlier CENTCOM efforts such as the EARNEST
WILL escort operations during the Iran-Iraq war.
Our experiences and perspectives suggest that the
U.S. is faced with important challenges and opportunities in this AOR.
Operations EARNEST WILL, DESERT
SHIELD, DESERT STORM, DESERT RETURN
and DESERT STRIKE demonstrated our unshakable commitment to protect U.S. interests in this
vital part of the world. We will continue to promote
regional stability, assist friendly states to defend
themselves, maintain access to oil, and work to
limit the spread of weapons of mass destruction.
And, we are cooperating with countries in the region to stem the flow of illegal drugs and to counter
terrorism. We want to take advantage of this new
era of international cooperation to encourage security and stability for the benefit of all.
Strategic oil and gas reserves and waterways
make the region vitally important to the United
States. The health of an increasingly interdependent global economy, including the economic
strength of the U.S. and the well-being of our
friends and allies, depends on uninterrupted access
to Arabian Gulf oil. Additionally, security of the sea
lines of communication is essential to the unimpeded
flow
of
world
trade
through
USCENTCOM’s area of responsibility.
We view our AOR as consisting of four distinct and interdependent sub-regions: South Asia,
the Arabian Gulf/Arabian Peninsula, the Red
Sea/Horn of Africa, and the Indian Ocean. Each

sub-region is unique, presenting its own set of
challenges. Longstanding conflicts between nations, internal ethnic violence and civil war, religious differences, and large armed forces all contribute to unstable conditions in the area.
The South Asia sub-region, made up of Pakistan and Afghanistan, has great potential for increased conflict. The Kashmir dispute between India and Pakistan and the civil war in Afghanistan
are a major cause for concern. Drug traffic originating from the “Golden Crescent” portions of
Pakistan and Afghanistan is also troubling. Additionally, the unraveling of the former Soviet Union,
creation of the Commonwealth of Independent
States, and the political instability in Russia and
many of the other republics add uncertainty along
with new opportunities and challenges.
The Arabian Gulf/Arabian Peninsula subregion has a central place in our area of responsibility. There can be no question of U.S. commitment to the stability of this area and the security of
the strategic oil resources and waterways, now
more openly evident in the new bilateral security
agreements we have recently signed with Oman,
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain. We are also
still negotiating security arrangements with Qatar
and the United Arab Emirates.
The countries of the Red Sea/Horn of Africa
sub-region border the critical sea lines of communication running from the Western Indian Ocean
through the Bab el Mandeb to the Suez Canal. Political upheavals in Djibouti, Ethiopia, and Somalia
and the destabilizing activities of Iran, Libya, and
Sudan have reduced our influence in this volatile
region. Egypt, however, remains a key ally, promoting regional stability. We seek to revitalize our
relations with other countries in the region to encourage reform, enhance access, and promote regional stability.
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Significant challenges to peace in this entire
region remain. The Islamic Republics of Iraq and
Iran are the two countries which pose the greatest
threat of aggressive military action in the region
and they have similar political goals. Iraq remains
intransigent and, despite enormous losses in the
Gulf War, has rebuilt a significant military capability which can threaten its neighbors. Iran has restructured and rearmed its military and remains a
threat to U.S. interests. The proliferation of ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction
among many countries in the region is also cause
for great concern. The failed efforts of nation
building and peacekeeping efforts in Somalia
eroded both UN and U.S. prestige and credibility.
These difficulties may embolden other regimes in
the region. Other regional challenges include: ethnic and tribal rivalries, border disputes, religious differences, poverty, overpopulation, famine, economic disparity, and water shortages.
The U.S. seeks to deal with challenges to its
vital interests in the CENTCOM area of responsibility through both unilateral and coalition efforts.
The basis for our security relationships in the region is a three-tier concept of defense against aggression:
Tier I — National self-defense.
Tier II — Regional collective defense.
Tier III — Extra-regional coalition defense.
The three-tier concept is a building block approach that calls upon individual nations and regional coalitions to provide for much of the deterrence against aggression in the region. This
approach both enhances the ability of GCC countries to provide for their own defense and limits
U.S. deployments to the region.
Recognizing the unique challenges of our area,
we have also developed a long-term and flexible
CENTCOM theater strategy that is based on five
pillars: forward presence, combined exercises, security assistance, power-projection capability from
the U.S., and readiness to fight. The first three pillars — forward presence, combined exercises, and
security assistance — comprise the overseas presence portion of our strategy. The remaining two
pillars — power-projection and readiness to fight

— define the activities associated with deploying
forces to the theater and conducting operations
once they arrive in the region.
Other aspects of our peacetime strategy provide opportunities for the U.S. to remain engaged
in the region. Through the close coordination of
U.S. military and other governmental agencies with
our friends, we are working hard to combat terrorism and stem the flow of illegal drugs. Additionally,
our Humanitarian/Civic Assistance Programs have
helped to improve the health care and physical infrastructure of recipient countries. These activities
greatly enhance U.S. prestige and good will.
Meanwhile, our forces remain trained and ready to
protect U.S. citizens and to conduct noncombatant
evacuation if necessary.
If deterrence fails, we are prepared to transition to our wartime strategy. This strategy is designed to provide an extensive range of options
which permit flexible, measured responses to regional aggression. Our wartime strategy envisions
three phases of operations: flexible deterrent options, defensive operations, and offensive operations. The primary objective of these operations is
to terminate hostilities early, on terms favorable to
the United States and our regional coalition partners.
Our planning effort focuses on a number of
potential regional contingencies. Wartime operations could range from short-duration crises to
major conflicts like the Gulf War of 1990/91. We
must be able to defend critical sea lines of communication while ensuring continual access to Arabian
Peninsula oil supplies. Our strategy requires that
our friends and allies assume an important share of
the responsibility and burden for maintaining the
region’s stability and security.
A number of essential elements contribute to
our ability to build upon our regional strategy in
time of war. Superior military readiness, highly
trained and quality personnel, combined exercises,
timely intelligence, modern equipment, prepositioned equipment and supplies, and strategic mobility provide the ability to shape the battlefield, minimize casualties, and achieve decisive victory.
Continued support for quality personnel, sufficient
force structure; aggressive training; strategic sea
and air lift; and state-of-the-art command, control,
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communications, and intelligence systems will be
critical to maintaining that advantage.
In summary, the U.S. has vital interests in the
USCENTCOM region and a solid record of engagement and commitment there. We remain prepared to again assist our friends and allies in conducting a collective defense of the region and
ensuring unhindered access to oil. By maintaining
presence and building on our relationships with
them through combined exercises and security assistance, we demonstrate our resolve and willingness to respond to their legitimate defense needs.
As a result of Operations EARNEST WILL,
DESERT SHIELD, DESERT STORM, DESERT
RETURN and DESERT STRIKE, we have significantly improved our credibility and influence in
the area. It is important that we capitalize on these
gains to help provide a more stable and secure future.
I. STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE AREA
The 20 diverse countries in the U.S. Central
Command’s area of responsibility form a unique
and complex region at the intersection of Europe,
Asia, and Africa. As an intercontinental crossroads, this area has long been the scene of military
conflict. Access to the region’s strategic oil reserves and waterways in this area is vitally important to U.S. national interests. Yet the area is replete with tribal, religious, national, and regional
conflicts which constantly threaten influence the
area.
Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT
STORM clearly demonstrated the value the U.S.
places on the overall stability of this region. They
tested our ability and confirmed our commitment to
protect vital national interests there. More importantly, our actions made a powerful, enduring
statement that naked aggression will not be tole rated by the world community. Exercise DESERT
RETURN further demonstrated our ability to respond to any renewed acts of aggression in the region, while DESERT STRIKE demonstrated our
resolve to act, unilaterally if necessary.
The success of our wartime operations provided us an opportunity to take significant steps
toward advancing our interests in the region. De-

spite difficulties during operations in Somalia, U.S.
credibility remains high and our relations with our
friends of the Gulf Cooperation Council states are
excellent. We have worked with them to pursue
regional defense cooperation arrangements. In
each case, we respect the unique requirements and
circumstances of our partners. We can point to
solid progress throughout the region. Consolidating
and building on our recent gains will pay big dividends in the future.
Strategic Oil Reserves
The Middle East provides 70 percent of the
world’s supply of oil; that oil fuels an increasingly
interdependent global economy. Eleven percent of
U.S. total oil requirement comes from the area.
Many of our European and Pacific allies and trading partners have an even greater reliance on Gulf
oil. This region supplies approximately 27 percent
of West European and 63 percent of Japanese national requirements.
The Middle East will be the key source of oil
production in the future. This region contains 66
percent of the world’s known oil reserves, with
many promising areas yet to be explored. Five nations — Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Iran, and Iraq — control 90 percent of those
reserves. Reserves of easily recoverable oil in the
U.S. and the Commonwealth of Independent
States will be depleted in the 21st century. When
this occurs, the Gulf region will still have over 100
years of proven reserves. Thus, any attempt to
control access to Arabian Gulf oil is a threat to regional and global security, and to U.S. vital interests.
Strategic Waterways
The region’s strategic importance extends far
beyond oil. Strategic waterways include three critical chokepoints: the Suez Canal, the Bab el
Mandeb, and the Strait of Hormuz. In peacetime,
these sea lines of communication are essential to
the smooth flow of world commerce. During conflict, they are critical to our ability to deploy and
sustain forces abroad.
We moved 95 percent of our lift requirements
by sea during Operations DESERT SHIELD and
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DESERT STORM. Had the use of these sea lines
of communication been denied, our only alternative
would have been to move supplies and equipment
around the Cape of Good Hope with a 40 percent
increase in transit times and a commensurate increase in cost. The denial of free movement
through these chokepoints could have disastrous
consequences during any regional contingency.
The region’s strategic location, vast oil reserves, and critical waterways make stability of
USCENTCOM’s area of responsibility absolutely
vital to the security of the U.S. and its allies. Regional conflicts have the potential to threaten our
interests and again result in the commitment of
U.S. military forces.
Regional Analysis
The USCENTCOM area of responsibility
contains four distinct, yet interdependent,
sub-regions: South Asia, the Arabian Gulf/Arabian
Peninsula, the Red Sea/Horn of Africa, and the Indian Ocean. Each sub-region remains dynamic and
unpredictable , each state pursues its own domestic,
regional, and international interests. During the
Gulf War, several states were able to overcome
traditional differences and work collectively to defeat Iraq. However, many difficult issues remain
unresolved. Ethnic diversity, religious differences,
limited water resources, economic disparity, territorial or border claims, and weapons proliferation
command the attention of leaders within the region.
The Arabian Gulf/Arabian Peninsula Subregion (Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE,
Oman, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Republic of Yemen)
remains the most critical sub-region in the
CENTCOM AOR. Operations EARNEST WILL,
DESERT SHIELD, and DESERT STORM
marked a turning point for this sub-region. The
U.S. demonstrated its commitment to regional
peace and stability and its resolve to maintain the
free flow of oil. Success in these operations
opened the door to increased politico-military cooperation throughout the region as amply demonstrated by the success of the DESERT RETURN
exercise in 1995. To date, the U.S. has signed new
security agreements with the governments of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and renewed its

long-standing arrangements with Oman and Bahrain. Discussions continue with Qatar and the
United Arab Emirates. Bilateral security arrangements are only part of the evolving regional security strategy as these states take steps to improve
their military capabilities and make an effort to cooperate with each other in new ways. However,
the security sought by our friends in the Gulf is not
yet assured.
Iran
Since the end of the Iran-Iraq War, Iran has
been rebuilding its military at an increasing pace in
an effort to reestablish itself as a prominent regional military power. Iran has demonstrated its
capability to threaten neutral shipping and the Gulf
Cooperation Council states by conducting offensive
naval and amphibious exercises in the Arabian
Gulf. It is attempting to modernize its air and
ground forces by purchasing arms from the Commonwealth of Independent States, China, North
Korea, and East European countries. Iran has also
sought to purchase military and industrial items
from Germany, Italy, France, and Japan to facilitate its modernization efforts. However, high domestic inflation, a mounting foreign debt, and reduced oil revenues from an aging oil production
infrastructure have combined to reduce Iran’s ability to modernize as rapidly as desired. If this situation should change, Iran will find many nations
willing to provide sophisticated arms in exchange
for petro-dollars.
While rebuilding its conventional forces, Iran is
concentrating on improving its missile and chemical
weapons capabilities. It currently possesses SCUD
missiles provided by North Korea and may have
acquired missiles with a greater payload from
China. Iran developed offensive chemical weapons
and employed them in response to Iraqi chemical
use during the Iran-Iraq War. Tehran is pursuing
improved chemical agents and delivery means and
is bolstering its chemical stockpiles.
We are concerned that Iran may have embarked on a nuclear weapons program. There has
been civilian nuclear cooperation between Iran and
a number of other countries. Iran could develop a
viable nuclear weapons capability within the next
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decade.
Iran will play an increasingly important role in
the Gulf if it is able to modernize its infrastructure
and increase oil exports. It is attempting to establish itself as a major regional power by expanding
relations with post-war Iraq, Afghanistan, and the
Islamic republics of Central Asia. Tehran continues to challenge renewed U.S. prestige and ties in
the region, claiming these developments will result
in a permanent U.S. presence on the Arabian
Peninsula. It also remains opposed to the
Arab-Israeli peace talks. We would welcome a
more constructive posture on the part of Iran, but
at this time it continues to pursue a course that
threatens the stability of this region.
Iraq
Iraq lost much of its military power in the Gulf
War, but still retains a significant capability. Its nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons production
and research capabilities were found to be far
greater than originally estimated. Iraq may also
retain hundreds of ballistic missiles and some production capability. Its new government continues a
robust spending program designed to rebuild its
military capabilities and, most worrisome, has begun to develop a close military and political relationship with its former enemy, Iran.
Kuwait
Kuwait remains vulnerable because of its geography and limited military capabilities. Iraqi
claims to Kuwait predate Saddam and have survived with the successor regime. As a result, Kuwait is working to guarantee its security through a
series of bilateral defense relationships with the
U.S., the United Kingdom, and France, and has
completed construction of a defensive barrier
against a potential repetition of Iraq’s 1990 invasion. Kuwait has also strengthened its alliance with
other Gulf Cooperation Council states, as well as
with Egypt and others. Its acceptance of prepositioned equipment sufficient for a U.S. armored
division has greatly improved our ability to respond
to a crisis, but has also made its continued security
vital to the region as a whole.
Kuwait has nearly completed the reconstruc-

tion of its country. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Special Operations Forces are actively
assisting in these efforts. Politically, Kuwait continues to make progress towards democratic reform as evidenced by the National Assembly ele ctions planned for October 20XX.
In return for its generous basing rights agreement, Kuwait is pressing hard for increased U.S.
military assistance. The government of Kuwait has
paid over $16 billion to the U.S. to reimburse it for
expenses incurred during Operation DESERT
STORM, has facilitated U.S. access to ports and
airfields, and has borne most of the cost associated
with the prepositioning program. The current, vigorous U.S.-Kuwait exercise program also serves
to allay immediate security concerns. Our improved relations provide opportunities for even
stronger cooperation in the future.
Bahrain
Bahrain is a stable emirate which has provided
invaluable support to the United States. Bahrain
has been the host to the Commander, Middle East
Force since 1949, and has consistently supported
U.S. actions in the Gulf. Although our relationship
with Bahrain has been traditionally close and mutually beneficial, the U.S. and Bahrain signed a
Defense Cooperation Agreement on 27 October
1991 which expands on earlier bilateral agreements
and marks a new era of greater cooperation. Recently, Bahrain has been experiencing some internal unrest among its majority Shia population which
is demanding greater political participation.
A long-term friend, Bahrain desires stronger
military-to-military relations with the U.S. while it
seeks to acquire our state-of-the-art military
equipment to improve its defensive posture. If the
Administration request for new grant assistance
through the U.S. Foreign Military Financing Program is approved, Bahrain will be eligible to receive excess defense articles, a move we support.
France and Great Britain also seek to strengthen
military-to-military ties with the Bahrainis and will
maintain a presence in the Arabian Gulf.
Qatar
Prior to the spring of 1988, our relationship
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with Qatar was cordial. However, military cooperation was interrupted through the fall of 1990 because of the contentious Stinger missile issue.
During Operations DESERT SHIELD and
DESERT STORM, Qatar proved to be a key supporter of UN actions in the Arabian Gulf. Since
then, our bilateral relations have improved significantly and military-to-military cooperation is expanding.
Qatar is politically and economically active on
several fronts. It is cautiously seeking to normalize
diplomatic and economic ties with Iran, as both
countries share the huge gas reserves off Qatar’s
northern coast. Qatar maintains strong economic
and military ties with both Britain and France, with
the bulk of its military equipment coming from
French sources. It has also shown an interest in
procuring advanced American weapon systems.
United Arab Emirates
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) proved to
be a key supporter of the U.S. and the Coalition
during the Arabian Gulf War. The Emirates contributed over four billion dollars to defray the costs
of coalition forces and provided logistical support
and basing. Its ports are valuable sites for U.S.
Navy port visits and provide support for our crucial
naval presence.
The U.S. has an important role in improving
the United Arab Emirates’ military capabilities.
The UAE has indicated a need for air defense and
early warning capabilities, and has expressed an
interest in an advanced fighter aircraft and the
MlAl tank. It also asked to buy the AH-64 Apache
attack helicopter. In order to help strengthen our
important friendship, as well as to remain a reliable
defense partner, we must contribute to filling its legitimate defense requirements.
Oman
A strong and independent Oman is important
to regional stability and the flow of commerce
through the Strait of Hormuz. Oman has been a
staunch friend and supporter of U.S. regional
goals. Oman was the first Gulf country to sign an
access agreement with the U.S., and it played an
important role in multinational maritime interception

and diversion operations during the Gulf War. It
has also agreed to host PHIBLEX SEAWOLF this
January and the Operation DESERT SUPPORT
exercise later this summer.
Oman remains a stabilizing influence in the region and has been a leader in enhancing Gulf security. Under Sultan Qaboos’ leadership, Oman has
led the drive to improve the collective defense of
the Gulf Cooperation Council states and is a major
contributor to the GCC’s PENINSULA SHIELD
force. Oman’s steadfast cooperation with the U.S.
improves our ability to respond to threats throughout the region and is key to the success of our
strategic planning.
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia is the largest and most influential
nation on the Arabian Peninsula, containing two of
Islam’s holiest sites as well as the world’s largest
petroleum producing infrastructure. Its strategic location between the Arabian Gulf and the Red Sea
makes it pivotal to the security of the region. During Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT
STORM, and more recently during Operation
DESERT RETURN, the U.S. expanded the close
military-to-military relationship which it has maintained with Saudi Arabia since World War II.
Saudi Arabia provided almost $17 billion to the
U.S. in support of the war effort and funded the
bulk of our costs involved in DESERT RETURN.
Saudi Arabia’s moderate political orientation,
generous foreign aid program, and ongoing efforts
to mediate regional disagreements contribute substantially to maintaining peace and stability in the
Middle East. The Saudis continue to support the
stationing of the U.S.’s 207th ACR and the
PENINSULA SHIELD force at King Khalid
Military City and provide the bulk of the GCC’s
deterrent forces. Resolution of the Kingdom’s border differences with Oman, United Arab Emirates,
and Qatar appears imminent, but the boundary dispute with Yemen is unlikely to be resolved in the
near future. Saudi Arabia is establishing diplomatic
relations with the Central Asian Republics of the
former Soviet Union, and is also cautiously exploring diplomatic relations with the newly democratic
East European states.
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The U.S. enjoys extremely close military-to-military relations with Saudi Arabia. These
ties reflect the largest Foreign Military Sales Program in the world, financed entirely by Saudi Arabia. The Kingdom has greatly expanded its armed
forces and demonstrates a continued willingness to
take a more active military role in the region
through multilateral security arrangements. Saudi
Arabia’s efforts at force modernization, through its
existing military assistance program with the
United States, have provided it with the most highly
capable military on the peninsula.
Jordan
A stable, moderate Jordan is essential to
achieving U.S. policy objectives in the Middle East.
It enjoyed a long and cooperative relationship with
the U.S. prior to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
However, Jordan’s political position during Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM
forced the U.S. to cut off all foreign assistance
programs. All of these programs have since been
restored to help Jordan respond to the growing
Iraqi threat in the region .
Jordan faces many domestic and regional challenges as a result of the Gulf War. Its weakened
economy, hard hit by foreign debt, is further burdened by the influx of nearly a quarter-million citizens forced to return to Jordan from Kuwait and
Iraq. Relations with Gulf Cooperation Council
states have improved slowly and are expected to
remain positive. Jordan is addressing internal
problems, continuing the process of democratization, and rebuilding relations with its neighbors. It
has been an active and supportive member of the
regional group working toward resolution of the
Arab-Israeli conflict.
Jordan wants to strengthen military-to-military
relations with the United States. It is looking to the
U.S. for help in reorganizing and improving its defenses. Increased U.S. security assistance support
will foster closer rela tions and help Jordan in
maintaining its defensive military readiness. In turn,
this makes it easier for Jordan to accept the security risks associated with its support for the IsraeliPLO peace process and to resist provocative Iraqi
military activities. Supporting Jordan in this way

will reinforce its ability to remain a moderating influence in the region.
Republic of Yemen
In the wake of the Gulf War, Yemen is surviving despite its isolation for having supported
Saddam Hussein. Although Yemen and Oman
seem to be reaching an amicable border settlement, much of the Saudi-Yemeni boundary remains undemarcated and a source of tension.
Yemeni expatriate workers, expelled from many
GCC countries during the Gulf War, are not expected to regain their privileged residency status in
the Gulf states. Additionally, the Yemeni government is not likely to expand its commerce in the
region until it can normalize relations with its m
i mediate neighbors on the Arabian Peninsula.
Yemen’s recent civil war, where northern forces
prevailed against southern secessionists, aggravated long-standing tensions with Saudi Arabia.
With an economy unable to support a military
infrastructure capable of meeting its defense
needs, Yemen has relied on foreign financial aid,
equipment, and advisory assistance to develop its
armed forces. Most of the country’s military
equipment came from the Soviet Union. Termination of U.S. and Saudi security assistance programs during Operations DESERT SHIELD and
DESERT STORM ended military-to-military relationships. Yemen is expanding its military and political relationships with both Iran and Iraq, relationships that could become a regional concern in
the near future. We should watch Yemen closely
to insure it limits its potential involvement in GCC
issues.
II. MAJOR THREATS IN THE REGION
Roots of Conflict:
• Rogue States
• Proliferation of WMD and ballistic
missiles
• Transnational Terrorism
• Resource Competition
• Ethnic and Tribal Strife
• Internal Dissent
• Religious Strife
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•
•

Anarchy and Lawlessness
Contested Borders

Of the many serious and diverse threats to
U.S. interests among the region’s principal “roots
of conflict,” Iran and Iraq, particularly since the
rise to power of Iraq’s HIZBIRR party, are the
two countries with the military potential and political ambitions to threaten their neighbors. Weapons
proliferation, particularly ballistic missiles and
weapons of mass destruction, add to the volatility.
The potential is high for the use of these weapons
in future conflicts. Regional conflicts over oil, water, borders, and religious issues can threaten U.S.
interests.
Iraq
Despite the losses suffered during Operation
DESERT STORM, Iraq has rebuilt one of the
largest military forces in the region. Immediately
following the war, Iraq began to reconstitute its
forces, repairing and replacing damaged and destroyed equipment and weapon systems. Its new
government has continued along this path while
developing closer political and military ties with
Iran. Iraq’s forces retain a strong defensive capability and efforts to rebuild a major offensive capability are ongoing. Iraq’s most significant obstacles
to procuring and upgrading military equipment are
shortages of foreign exchange and the arms embargo imposed after the Gulf War, but it has been
able to overcome these obstacles with Chinese and
North Korean assistance.
Iran
Iran has become the greatest threat to peace
and stability in the region. Since the end of the
Iran-Iraq War in August 1988, Iran has been
steadily rebuilding its forces. Initially, Tehran relied
on equipment captured from the Iraqis or repaired
through cannibalization. In 1990, Iran began to purchase high-tech weapons using hard currency from
oil profits. Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait and the resultant oil price increase provided Iran with unexpected revenues to accelerate an already ambitious
rearmament program. Even after oil prices fell,
Iran has been able to continue its arms build-up

with oil-for-weapons arrangements. Iranian armed
forces are modernizing with newer and more capable equipment from other nations. As a result of
this ongoing buildup and its developing political and
military ties with Iraq, Iran poses an even greater
threat to U.S. interests in the region. Finally, Iran
continues to support radical terrorist groups in the
region.
Weapons Proliferation
Weapons proliferation, including weapons of
mass destruction and uncontrolled growth of conventional weapons, undermines regional military
balances. The region is now experiencing an expansion of nuclear, biological, chemical, and ballistic missile capabilities. As more countries feel the
need to arm themselves against a perceived threat
from their neighbors, the opportunity for regional
conflict grows.
Little was known about the extent of Iraq’s
nuclear program prior to Operation DESERT
STORM, but the nuclear-related facilities that survived the war gave us an indication of how far Iraq
had progressed with this technology. UN inspections and confiscations have limited the Iraqi nuclear threat for the near term. However, the Iraqi
scientific infrastructure is still in place and could be
employed in the future.
Prior to Operation DESERT STORM, Iraq
had the most extensive biological and chemical
warfare program in the Middle East and aggressively pursued research and production. It used
several thousand tons of chemical agents in the
war against Iran. Coalition air strikes during Operation DESERT STORM severely damaged numerous facilities associated with biological and
chemical weapons research and production. The
remainder of these facilities were destroyed late in
1991. Dual-use technology, much in evidence in
Iraq, is a major challenge to the much reduced UN
inspection process. Many legitimate pharmaceutical and fertilizer industries could quickly and easily
transition to producing biological and chemical
weapons, as the manufacturing facilities and many
of the chemical ingredients are common to civilian
and military use. Iraq continues use of facilities
which support the production of food and medicine.
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It is likely that other regional states are working to develop biological and chemical weapons,
and we know that Pakistan possesses, and Iran is
pursuing, a nuclear capability. The presence of any
nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons in the region is destabilizing.
Iraq’s technique of conducting mobile missile
launches during the Gulf War demonstrated what
could be achieved with l950 vintage SCUD technology. This strategy enabled Iraqi missile crews to
conduct launches in the face of intense pressure
from coalition reconnaissance and strike aircraft.
The development of larger payload missile systems
with greater precision has provided Iraq with an
improved deep strike capability and means for delivering weapons of mass destruction. Baghdad
probably views such capability as essential to its
military planning. UN resolutions ordering the destruction of Iraq’s ballistic missile program will impede near-term missile production, but we believe
it will pursue a renewed missile development program at the first opportunity. We are concerned
that it may already be cooperating with Iran in this
area.
In recent years, the majority of the conventional arms entering the region went to Iran and
Iraq. This created a genuine threat to friendly
countries, who have responded by purchasing their
own modern weapons to provide a defense against
this growing threat. We recognize that friendly nations have legitimate defense requirements. We
are concerned, however, that unrestricted and unbalanced increases in the number of modern conventional weapons are dangerous and harmful to
developing economies. The U.S. seeks to provide
friendly countries with modern defense systems
appropriate to the threat those countries face,
while pursuing international cooperative measures
to restrain the traffic in arms.
Regional Conflicts
Other regional conflicts can spill over and
threaten U.S. interests and citizens. Oil will remain
the dominant energy source in the world for the
foreseeable future, and competition over existing,
new, or anticipated oil resources could heighten
tensions. This problem may be further aggravated

by low revenues in some oil exporting countries,
such as Iran, due to declining reserves, and in Iraq,
due to low oil prices and production ceilings. Any
conflict which threatens to close regional chokepoints such as the Strait of Hormuz, the Bab el
Mandeb, and the Suez Canal, or to otherwise disrupt oil supplies would have a dramatic impact on
the world’s economy.
Over the past decade, radical Islamic movements have become an influential and dynamic
force in the political, ideological, cultural, and social
mosaic of the region. Economic hardships, wide
social gaps, and the failure of various Western-oriented ideologies have created conditions
which enable radicalism to thrive. Iran advocates
revolution as a means to establish additional Islamic republics and inspired Iraq’s revolution in
1993. In Jordan and Egypt, organized elements
such as the Muslim Brotherhood are a potent religious and political force working to reverse the
secularization of their societies. The result of Iranian influence on the southern republics of the
Commonwealth of Independent States remains to
be seen. Iranian influence also seems to be behind
the renewal of unrest among Shia populations in
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. Radical religious groups
pose a serious challenge to some regimes and
could spark dramatic political changes in the region.
III. NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
OBJECTIVES
Drawing upon a broad range of political, military, economic, and informational instruments, the
National Security Strategy For a New Century
focuses on accomplishing three primary national
objectives:
•
•
•

Enhancing Our Security
Promoting Prosperity at Home
Promoting Democracy

The National Military Strategy outlines two
complimentary, national military objectives that
support our overall national security goals:
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•
•

Promote stability through regional cooperation and constructive interaction.
Thwart aggression through credible deterrence and robust warfighting capabilities.

Consistent with the two complementary strategic concepts of overseas presence and power
projection, our military strategy relies on three interrelated components in order to achieve our objectives. These three components are the tasks of
peacetime engagement, deterrence and conflict
prevention, and fighting and winning the nation’s
wars.
USCENTCOM’s regional interests and obje ctives are derived from, and are closely linked to,
U.S. national security objectives and U.S. military
objectives. Our regional interests and objectives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure free world access to Southwest
Asian oil resources.
To demonstrate our commitment to the security of our friends and allies in the region.
To enhance regional peace and stability
through the containment of Iran and Iraq.
To prevent domination of the region by
non-friendly powers.
To promote the principles of human rights,
free market economies, and democratic
processes.
To provide for the security of U.S. citizens
and property throughout the region.
To prevent the spread of weapons of mass
destruction.
To stem the flow of illegal drugs.
To reduce the threat of terrorism.
To deter, and defeat if necessary, military
operations hostile to U.S. vital interests.

These interests and objectives provide the basis for USCENTCOM’s peacetime mission:
•
•
•

Promote and protect U.S. interests.
Ensure uninterrupted access to regional
resources.
Assist friendly states in providing for their

•

own security and contributing to the collective defense.
Deter attempts by hostile regional states to
achieve geo-political gains by threat or use
of force.

These national and regional security objectives
are also the basis for developing USCENTCOM’s
theater strategy. Recognizing the importance and
unique problems of the region, the theater strategy
remains focused on achieving long-range security
goals while retaining the flexibility necessary to respond to fast-breaking threats.
IV. USCENTCOM Theater Strategy
In the seven years since the spectacular victory over Iraqi forces by the DESERT STORM
coalition, America’s presence in USCENTCOM’s
AOR has continued to be a vital part of our national military strategy in an area of great importance to the United States. Economic progress and
a fragile peace have been made possible through
the efforts of the men and women of United States
Central Command. Working closely with their
host-nation counterparts, these soldiers, airmen,
sailors, and Marines are guided by a vision that implements a theater strategy tailored to the unique
and daunting challenges of this distant region:
USCENTCOM Vision
U.S. Central Command: A flexible and vers atile command into the 21st century.…
Trained, positioned, and ready to defend the
nation’s vital interests, promote peace and
stability, deter conflict, and conduct operations spanning the conflict continuum; and
prepared to wage unrelenting, simultaneous
joint and combined operations to achieve decisive victory in war.
USCENTCOM’s strategic challenge revolves
around the fact that the U.S. has vital interests in
the region that are far from its own shores, yet
close to many significant threats. Our strategic response to this challenge reflects the fiscal and political constraints that continue to shape overall
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U.S. involvement in the region. The “foundations
of stability” depend heavily upon the following
strategic components:
•
•
•
•
•

Lethal mix of forward-deployed forces.
Prepositioning of equipment ashore and
afloat.
Readiness to fight across the conflict continuum
Bilateral relationships with key regional
partners.
Infrastructure, equipment, and host-nation
support agreements to support power projection.

Three-Tier Defense Concept
Our security relationships in the region are built
around a three-tier concept of defense against aggression. This approach allows us to work with our
regional coalition partners to achieve our objectives
and to set the stage for the transition to coalition
defense should deterrence fail. The first tier ni volves actions by each nation to provide the initial
line of deterrence and, if required, defense, against
aggressors. The second tier involves actions by
friendly regional nations to support a threatened
state in attempts to restore stability and preclude
hostilities. It also calls for nations in the region to
provide for the defense of common interests if deterrence fails. The final tier involves direct actions
by the U.S. and other friendly nations to support
threatened states and regional alliances when their
capabilities alone are insufficient to restore stability
or to defend our common interests.
Five-Pillar Strategic Concept
USCENTCOM’s theater strategy consists of
integrated strategic concepts that are represented
by five pillars: forward presence, combined exercises, security assistance, power projection, and
readiness to fight. The first three pillars describe
our overseas activities. The fourth pillar deals with
the rapid projection of U.S. forces to the region.
The fifth pillar focuses on our ability to conduct
wartime operations within the theater.
Forward presence cements our credibility,
strengthens deterrence, and facilitates transition

from peace to war. Although naval forces provide
the bulk of our long-term forward presence, access
to ports and airfields is essential to project other
forces into the area. The continued presence of the
207th ACR in northern Saudi Arabia sends a
strong visible message of our commitment to defend this region. Presence is enhanced through ongoing military-to-military interaction, cooperative
defense measures, and prepositioning of equipment
and supplies critical to our responsiveness and
warfighting flexibility.
Combined exercises, the second pillar of our
strategy, are designed to provide the primary foundation for developing strong military-to-military relations and increased coalition training opportunities. Through such activities we maintain access,
advance interoperability with regional partners, enhance forward presence, and improve the individual and collective military capabilities of the GCC
states. Because we fight as we train, the experience gained in the pre-war combined exercise program contributed significantly to the Coalition’s
success in the Gulf War of 1990/91. Combined exercises such as DESERT RETURN 1995 and
DESERT SUPPORT help to solidify our military
relationships, demonstrate our commitment and capability to defend our interests, and supplement our
standing naval presence with short-term air and
ground force deployments to the region.
Security assistance, the third pillar of our strategy, helps develop strong relationships with friendly
nations and promotes increased U.S. influence in
the region. Meeting the legitimate self-defense
needs of our friends reinforces regional deterrence
and stability, while decreasing the time required for
the U.S. to respond should a crisis require coalition
military action. Sales of U.S. weapon systems bolster our credibility as a security partner and significantly improve interoperability between our forces
and those of our friends. They also support the legitimate security assistance needs of our friends,
help to sustain their confidence in us, solidify our
bilateral relationships, facilitate interoperability and
access, and reduce the probability that U.S. forces
will have to fight in the region.
The fourth pillar of our theater strategy, power
projection, defines activities and qualities of U.S.
military forces that support the rapid projection of
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forces from the U.S. into the Gulf region and the
preparation of those forces for combat operations.
The 70 C-17 transports and 20 fast roll-on/roll-off
SL-7 ships now available for strategic lift significantly improve our ability to transport U.S.-based
forces to the theater and to support them once they
are here. We are now able to accomplish in days
deployment activities that required weeks, or even
months, during DESERT SHIELD/DESERT
STORM.
The fifth and final pillar of our strategy is
readiness to fight. This pillar stresses activities that
ensure the Central Command headquarters and individual component commands possess standard
operating procedures that facilitate rapid deployment during crises and enable us to conduct synchronized, high tempo joint and combined wartime
operations. In support of this pillar of our strategy,
we are continually revising our war and contingency plans to reflect emerging developments in
the region. We also conduct extensive warfighting
conferences and command post exercises designed
to help us maintain enhanced levels of readiness.
Wartime Strategy
Our wartime strategy builds on the framework
implemented by our peacetime strategy of deterrence. Should deterrence fail, we would transition
to a wartime strategy of deterring/defeating aggression. This strategy encompasses the full operational continuum from regional to global operations and capitalizes on U.S. technological
superiority. It is based on coalition warfare and is
designed to achieve the following wartime obje ctives:
•
•
•

To deter or defeat further aggression.
To control escalation of hostilities.
To terminate hostilities early, on terms favorable to the United States and our regional coalition partners.

Our wartime strategy envisions three phases
of operations which are embodied in all of our operational contingency planning. These phases are:
•

Early flexible response/deterrent options.
These are preplanned, initial response options

to any crisis, encompassing all of the instruments of national power (diplomatic/political,
economic, and military). They are designed as
a series of flexible actions to be employed sequentially or simultaneously, as needed, to
meet the threat. These options demonstrate
U.S. resolve and bolster the confidence and
self-defense capabilities of friendly nations.
The goal of these options is to forestall conflict
by demonstrating to potential aggressors the
price to be paid for their actions.
• Defensive operations. If deterrence should
fail, our initial focus will be on operations designed to defend critical facilities, lines of
communication, and rear areas. These operations could also be used to create the conditions necessary for the next stage, offensive
operations.
• Offensive operations. The actions in this
stage would be focused on the enemy’s centers of gravity. These operations would be designed to break his will to continue fighting and
to achieve an early termination of the conflict
on terms favorable to the U.S. and its allies.
Our strategy emphasizes that our friends and
allies will assume their fair share of the responsibility and burden for maintaining the region’s stability and security. This approach allows the U.S.
to concentrate on those actions necessary to
achieve a speedy, favorable end to any crisis while
reducing risks to national interests.
Additional Operations
In addition to operations directly linked to our
peacetime strategy of deterrence and our threephase wartime strategy, USCENTCOM must conduct activities in support of our broad strategic and
operational objectives. These activities include
noncombatant evacuation operations, humanitarian/civic assistance operations, and combating terrorism.
• Noncombatant evacuation operations.
When requested by the Department of State
through the Department of Defense,
USCENTCOM will conduct noncombatant
evacuation operations in the region. These operations provide protection and evacuation for
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•

•

our citizens when they are threatened by natural disasters, civil strife, or international conflict. For example, in January 1991 during Operation Eastern Exit, we successfully
evacuated the American embassy in Mogadishu, Somalia, when it came under siege by
rebel forces. Contingency planning for noncombatant operations is based on the most
likely regional scenarios. We use the worst
case situation as the basis for potential
evacuation planning. These plans are updated
periodically as the embassies and consulates
submit their emergency action plans. This enhances USCENTCOM’s ability to evacuate
personnel within the region.
Humanitarian assistance operations. The
Humanitarian/Civic Assistance Program, conducted under Title 10 USC, provides a means
for the U.S. to gain access and demonstrate
presence throughout the region. This program
also provides a vehicle for our government to
respond to either manmade or natural disasters. Projects conducted under this program
have focused on improving medical treatment,
preventive health care, and the country’s infrastructure,
including
water
production/distribution systems. Overpopulation, poverty, and disease in underdeveloped regions
provide challenging, realistic training opportunities for the medical and support personnel of
participating U.S. military units. This medical
and engineering assistance is a cost effective
means for our government to promote favorable relationships with host nations.
Combating terrorism/force protection. Preventing, combating, and recovering from terrorist acts require an integrated effort. This
effort includes defensive measures used to
reduce the vulnerability of our forces and
property, and offensive measures used to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism. Our
antiterrorism program covers our headquarters, facilities, and security assistance organizations in the region. The program includes
antiterrorism training at service schools for
personnel being permanently assigned to
threat areas, and a local antiterrorism brief

given to all personnel within 48 hours of their
arrival in the area. Organizational security
managers throughout the region have
antiterrorism plans detailing security procedures
for
their
unique
situations.
USCENTCOM personnel conduct annual inspections to review antiterrorism/force protection plans and conduct counterterrorism
exercises to ensure procedures are current
and complete.
USCENTCOM Forces
The forces apportioned to USCENTCOM to
implement our strategy are drawn from the national inventory of available assets. They incorporate the total force comprised of active, reserve,
and civilian elements in air, land, and sea components. Each is flexible and expandable, allowing the
proper response to the scope, duration, or intensity
of any crisis or conflict. To ensure that we retain
our ability to respond effectively, we need to m
i prove our chemical and biological defense capabilities; ballistic missile early warning and identific ation friend or foe systems; intelligence capability
including imagery, reconnaissance, and battle damage assessment; strategic air and sealift; mine
countermeasure capability; and regional infrastructure to include prepositioning and command,
control, and communications.
V. KEY ENABLING REQUIREMENTS
There are a number of requirements that must
be met to enable USCENTCOM to execute its
theater strategy successfully in peace and war.
Our peacetime requirements include a vigorous
combined exercise program, expanded security assistance efforts, improvements in our prepositioned
assets, and the maintenance of a quality, highly
trained force structure. These requirements have
already been elaborated in the discussion of the
five pillars of our theater strategy. Some additional
requirements that directly support our wartime
strategy are: theater missile defense, command and
control, intelligence, mobility, and sustainability.
Theater Missile Defense
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The proliferation of ballistic missiles in the region requires us to increase our capabilities in the
area of theater missile defense. In particular, we
must improve our space-based assets and the ability to link our satellite communications architecture
directly to our subordinate units. We must also
work to increase the interoperability between the
assets currently available to USCENTCOM forces
and those available to our regional partners.
Command and Control
There is a clear need for improvements in our
permanent communications infrastructure within
the region and in our ability to rapidly expand our
assets in times of crisis. We are working to fulfill
this need through the Southwest Asia Defense Information Infrastructure (SWADII) and the transportable Tactical Contingency Communications
Equipment-Central Asia (TCCE-CA). These systems enable us to create a flexible, integrated
communications system designed to support joint
task force (JTF) operations in the region. Satellite
systems are also an essential element of our interand intra-theater communications architecture.

Intelligence
The region continues to present a significant
challenge to our intelligence gathering efforts. The
diversity of people, terrain, cultures, conditions, the
distance to the U.S., and a limited in-theater intelligence infrastructure compound the problem. We
are working to make national and theater intelligence assets more responsive to tactical and
theater commanders. We have increased the capabilities of our intelligence activities through formal intelligence exchanges and cooperative intelligence initiatives. We have also developed
expanded intelligence data bases, and trained additional Arabic and Farsi linguists. We are refining
our Joint Intelligence Center capabilities through
participation in combined exercises.
Mobility

USCENTCOM relies heavily on strategic lift
to meet its commitments. The extraordinary distances from the continental U.S. to the region
magnify the immense difficulties encountered with
deploying any size force in response to a crisis or
contingency. While existing strategic airlift and
amphibious lift adequately support our current regional contingency plans, strategic lift should remain a high priority on our future agenda, and support for procurement of strategic lift assets must
continue. We need more roll-on/roll-off ships and
additional strategic sealift ships to improve our
force closure profiles. We continue to support the
National Sealift Policy of 1989 designed to alleviate
two systemic problems: the deteriorating capability
of U.S. shipyards and the aging Merchant Marine
Force. These problems contribute to the overall
decline of the Merchant Marine and could jeopardize future deployment efforts.
Sustainability
The remoteness and austere environment of
the area requires a number of unique programs to
support deploying forces. This is especially true in
the case of water production, storage and distribution systems, tactical fuel distribution systems, and
bare-base life support systems. These programs
are necessary during peacetime training as well as
during regional contingency and wartime situations.
Congressional support for sustainability programs is
essential in order to maintain combat capability.
Host nation support was a combat multiplier
during Operation DESERT STORM even though
few written agreements existed. Host nation support augmented our capabilities for fuel, food, water, facilities, and transportation. We were fortunate to have fought Operations DESERT SHIELD
and DESERT STORM in developed countries with
excellent infrastructures, but this was a “best
case” scenario. Future conflicts may not afford us
this same luxury. It is imperative we continue our
pursuit of written host nation agreements to ensure
the necessary support will be available when
needed.
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U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
Fundamentals of Operational Warfighting
C/M/S 500
Reference 3. Staff Officer’s Strategic Estimate Worksheet Notes
______________________________________________________________________________
J5 Notes for Strategic Estimate:
Emerging Crisis in Middle East — Iran/Iraq Coalition Threats to U.S. Interests
Purpose:
Info/decision brief for CINCCENT in preparation for his discussion with the National Security Council
STRATEGIC ESTIMATE PROCESS
1. Mission.
a. Mission Analysis
NSS guidance (Strategy for a New Century):
Core Objectives:

Strategic Priorities:

Interests:

Enhance our security (Life)
Bolster America’s economic prosperity (Pursuit of Happiness)
Promote democracy abroad (Liberty)
Foster regional efforts in key regions
Increase cooperation in confronting new security threats
Strengthen military, diplomatic, and law enforcement tools
Create more jobs and (economic) opportunities for American citizens
Vital:
Physical security of our and our allies’ territories
Safety of our citizens
Our economic well-being
Protection of our critical infrastructure
Access to foreign oil sources
Important: Those that affect our national well-being and the character

of

Objectives:

the world in which we live (examples: Haitian refugees; Bosnia)
Humanitarian: Where our values demand it
To sustain our security with effective diplomacy and with military forces
that are ready to fight.
• Deterring and defeating large-scare, cross-border aggression in two
distant theaters in overlapping timeframes
• Maintaining a substantial overseas presence
• Projecting power efficiently and effectively
• Successfully conducting multiple smaller scale contingencies
• Countering WMD
• Contributing to multilateral peace operations
• Supporting counterterrorism efforts, noncombatant evacuation, counternarcotic operations, and humanitarian assistance
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To bolster America’s economic revitalization.
• Enhancing American competitiveness
• Creating a government partnership with business and labor
• Enhancing access to foreign markets
• Strengthening macroeconomic coordination
• Providing for energy security
• Promoting sustainable development abroad
To promote democracy abroad.
• Enlarging the community of free market democracies
• Strengthening democratic processes in emerging democracies
• Promoting universal adherence to international human rights and
democratic principles
• Alleviating human suffering through humanitarian programs
NMS guidance (Shape, Respond and Prepare):
Military Objectives:

Promoting peace and stability.
When necessary, defeat adversaries
Strategic Concepts:
Strategic agility.
Overseas presence.
Power projection.
Decisive force.
Strategic Elements:
Shape the international environment
• Promote stability
• Prevent or reduce conflicts and threats
• Peace deterrence
Respond to the full spectrum of crises
• Deter aggression or coercion in a crisis
• Fight and win Major Theater Wars
• Conduct multiple, concurrent SSCs
Prepare now for an uncertain future
• Joint Vision 2010
• Information superiority
• Technological innovation
Strategic Components: Peacetime engagement.
• Military-to-military contact
• Nation assistance
• Security assistance
• Humanitarian operations
• Counterdrug and counterterrorism operations
• Peacekeeping
Deter aggression and prevent conflict.
• Nuclear deterrence
• Regional alliances
• Crisis response
• Arms control
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• Confidence-building measures
• Noncombatant evacuation operations
• Sanctions enforcement
• Peace enforcement
Fight and win the nation’s wars.
• Clear objectives and decisive force
• Project necessary power to theater of operations
• Fight combined and joint
• Win the information war
• Counter weapons of mass destruction
• Prepare for a second major regional conflict
• Withdraw forces from low priority missions
• Mobilize critical Reserve forces
• Begin plans to win the peace at the outset of conflict
Regional U.S. Interests (NSS):
• Assured access to Gulf oil
• Just, lasting, and comprehensive Arab-Israeli peace
• Protection of U.S. citizens and property
• Freedom of navigation
• Access to regional markets
• Ensuring security and well-being of Israel
• Helping key regional partners and friends provide for their security
• Free flow of energy—resources at reasonable prices
• Spread of democratic values
• Increased political participation
Regional Interests and Objectives (Theater Strategy):
• Ensure free world access to SWA oil
• Demonstrate commitment to security of friends and allies
• Enhance regional peace and stability by containing Iran and Iraq
• Prevent domination of the region by non-friendly powers
• Promote human rights/free market economies/democratic processes
• Provide for security of U.S. citizens and property
• Prevent spread of WMD
• Stem flow of illegal drugs
• Reduce threat of terrorism
• Deter, and defeat, if necessary, military operations hostile to U.S. interests
Key threats to U.S. Interests and Security (DOD Security Strategy and CENTCOM Theater
Strategy):
• Iran (long-term)
• Iraq (short-term)
• Proliferation of TBMs and WMDs
• Terrorism and radical Islam
• Resource disputes
• General regional instability
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Objectives and Strategies (OPLAN 1648):
Objectives: Coordinate and establish an effective force to:
• Deter, and if necessary, counter aggression
• Prevent military coercion of friendly states
• Protect U.S. resources and facilities in the region
• Deny enemy access to the same
• Ensure access to regional LOCs
Strategies:
• Deter war
• Improve regional stability
• Counter hostile expansion and influences
• Prepare for war
• Should deterrence fail:
-- Rapidly deploy forces to defend Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
-- Upon generation of adequate combat power and the conduct of an adequate defense,
mass forces and counterattack to restore territorial integrity and the legitimate
governments of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, if necessary.
ISCP guidance (Regional Military Objectives):
• Maintain freedom of access to Mediterranean Sea, Middle East, Indian Ocean and Africa.
• Protect U.S. economic, political, and military interests.
• Ensure access to oil supplies.
• Prevent any power achieving position endangering U.S. in USCENTCOM AOR.
• Deter overt intervention by outside power.
• Monitor actions that threaten stability in AOR; be prepared to increase U.S. military presence.
Mission (USCENTCOM Theater Strategy):
• Promote and protect U.S. interests
• Ensure uninterrupted access to regional resources
• Assist friendly states in providing for their own security and contributing to the collective
defense
• Deter attempts by hostile regional states to achieve geo-political gains by threat or use of
force
Mission (OPLAN 1648):
When directed, USCENTCOM will deploy forces to the area of operations and take actions to
defend Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabian territory against an Iraqi attack; and, if required, restore the
pre-conflict international borders of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
Conflict Termination Objectives:
For successful deterrence of IIC offensive operations: Diminish cohesion of IIC; eliminate
massing of IIC ground and air forces; strengthen defensive readiness of GCC nations; reduce
terrorist attacks; prevent additional proliferation of WMD; support resistance of friendly
governments to IIC attempts at coercion; maintain free flow of oil; maintain current international
borders; maintain freedom of navigation through international waterways. Existing Iraqi and
Iranian governments may remain in place.
For warfighting operations: Destroy IIC offensive capability; eliminate IIC WMD programs;
restore pre-conflict international boundaries; eliminate IIC military alliance; establish regional
stability on terms favorable to U.S. interests; and restore free flow of oil. Current Iraqi and Iranian
government regimes may remain.
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b. Mission Statement
When directed, USCENTCOM will deploy forces to its AOR and, in conjunction with the GCC and
other friendly nations, deter IIC military attack, coercion, or intimidation against GCC nations, and
maintain air, land, and sea lines of communication. Should deterrence fail, defend U.S. interests and
sovereign territory of friendly coalition states. If required, conduct offensive operations to restore
preconflict international boundaries, destroy the offensive military and WMD capabilities of the IIC,
and establish a stable and secure environment in the Gulf region favorable to U.S. interests.
2. Situation and Courses of Action
a. Situation Analysis
(1) Geostrategic Context
(a) Domestic and international context:
• Strategic oil reserves and waterways make the region a vital interest to the United States.
• IIC poses risk to interdependent world economy and favorable regional balance of power.
• Proliferation of ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction is a threat throughout
AOR.
• IIC receiving arms and support from China, North Korea, and others.
• IIC military coalition formed to support Iranian regional hegemony, Iraqi territorial claims,
and control of Islamic holy places by Shia clergy; to replace regional monarchies with
Islamic republics; and, to undermine the Arab-Israeli peace process.
Immediate Problem. Iranian/Iraqi-sponsored terrorist attacks against Saudi Arabian citizens
and territory, Iranian and Iraqi calls for a Shiite-dominated Islamic council to assume
guardianship of Islam's holy cities (Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem), and Saudi Arabia’s
closure of Mecca and Medina to Iranian and Iraqi pilgrims causes political and religious
instability in the Islamic and Arab worlds. The build-up of IIC forces along the Euphrates
River and of Iranian military forces in the Strait of Hormuz pose immediate, conventional
military threats to the security of GCC nations, particularly Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and to
the free flow of oil from the region. Political instability, attempts to undermine friendly regimes
through military and political coercion, and overt acts of intimidation jeopardize the vital
interests of the United States and other industrialized nations and threaten the security of U.S.
friends and allies in the region.
Long-Term Problem. IIC political and military alliance threatens the balance of power in the
Arabian Gulf region. IIC military and political attempts to coerce and intimidate its neighbors,
if unchecked, could influence one or more Gulf states to take political and economic decisions
that simultaneously favor IIC interests and undermine their legitimacy and independence. The
IIC could dictate Saudi and OPEC oil policy and pressure moderate Arab states to withdraw
their support of the Mideast peace process; either result would have important consequences
for the U.S. and the rest of the world. U.S. failure to stand by its regional commitments and
support its regional interests will lead to a decline of its influence in the region and the rest of
the world. Mideast peace accords could fall apart, increasing instability throughout the region.
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(b) Characteristics of the operational area:
Climate:
-- Hot, dry summers (Jun-Sep) and mild winters (Nov-Apr).
-- High temperature of 105F; seldom reaches freezing.
-- Visibility best in winter; dust, blowing sand and haze in summer.
Topography:
-- Arabian Peninsula is desert plain.
-- Narrow sea lines of operation in Arabian Gulf.
-- Rugged mountains in western Iran.
-- Marshlands between Iraq and Iran and in southern Iraq.
Line of Communications:
Seaports: Ad Damman (35k Mtons clearance; receiver container, general cargo and RORO); Al Jubail (33k Mtons clearance; receive container and general cargo)
Airfields:
Daharan International/KKMC/Riyadh Int'l/Kuwait International
Population Centers:
Daharan
Hail
Riyadh
Jiddah
Hafar al Batin
Mecca
Medina
Khafji
Buraydah
Kuwait City
(2) Analysis of the Enemy
Intent and Capabilities
ACTOR
Iraq

Iran

INTERESTS/
INTENT
- Hegemony
- Control of KU
oilfields

POWER
AVAILABLE
- Reconstituted
military

- Hegemony

- Modernized
military with
WMD
- Silkworm
missiles at the
strait

LIKELY COAS
STRENGTHS
- No domestic
opposition

WEAKNESSES
- No credibility

- Threat of
chemical WMD
- No domestic
opposition

- Vulnerable
coastline
- No credibility

Forces Available
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- Rebuild military
- Intimidate GCC
nations

- Gain hegemony
then split with
Iraq

ACTOR
Iraq

GROUND
FORCES

AIR FORCES

MARITIME
FORCES

Iran
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SPECIAL OPS

OTHER

(3) Friendly Situation
Interests and Capabilities
INTERESTS/
INTENT
- Economic/Oil
- Regional
stability

POWER
AVAILABLE
- Solid military
- Diplomacy

STRENGTHS
- Credibility
- National will

WEAKNESSES
- Limited
strategic lift

- Join coalition

France

- Economic/Oil
- Regional
stability

- Solid military
- Diplomacy
- Economic

- Credibility
- Experience
- Power project

- Long LOCs

- Join coalition

Saudi Arabia

- Survival
- Pol/territorial
integrity

- Moderate
military power
- Economic

- Legitimacy

- Vulnerable to
propaganda

- Seek UN and
Western powers
support

ACTOR
United Kingdom

LIKELY COAS

Bahrain

UAE

Jordan

Egypt
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Forces Available
ACTOR
USA

GROUND
FORCES

AIR FORCES

MARITIME
FORCES

United Kingdom

France

Saudi Arabia

Bahrain

UAE

Egypt
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SPECIAL OPS

OTHER

(4) Restrictions
(5) Assumptions
• IIC will continue to sponsor terrorism against Saudi Arabia and eventually against U.S.
interests.
• The threat of IIC regional dominance will be considered a greater threat by GCC
governments other than Saudi Arabia than the threat to Riyadh's guardianship of the Holy
Cities. The ability to protect and control the Holy Cities is vital to the legitimacy of Saudi
Arabia's government.
• Saudi Arabia and other GCC nations will ask for military assistance from the U.S. and other
western nations.
3. Courses of Action Analysis
Scenario 1: Deterrence Options — IIC governments may remain intact, continue bellicose rhetoric,
but do not initiate major hostilities. IIC ground forces in Euphrates valley return to normal
locations; military coalition may remain intact. IIC-sponsored terrorist acts reduced .
COA 1: Weaken cohesiveness of IIC and strengthen resolve and readiness of friends and
allies.
Military Aspect:
• Increase forward presence temporarily to underscore U.S. commitment.
• Continue combined exercise operations. Seek opportunity to increase.
• Expand security assistance programs. Ensure GCC training and equipment readiness.
Diplomatic Aspect:
• Use diplomatic forums (UN, bilateral talks) to isolate IIC.
• Bolster resolve of Saudi Arabia and GCC states to resist IIC intimidation
• Indirect influence to exploit IIC weaknesses/tenuous cohesion.
• Pressure China and CIS to close military hardware sales.
Economic Aspect:
• Introduce UN economic sanctions resolution to deter IIC; continue unilateral sanctions
• Economic pressure on countries to stop trade of military equipment.
Informational Aspect:
• Stress past causes and results of 1980’s Iran-Iraq War.
• Stress legitimacy of Saudi Arabia’s guardianship of the Holy Cities.
• Emphasize Iraq’s war crimes and atrocities.
• Begin domestic “debate” about Reserve Component call-up.
COA 2: Strengthen friends and allies. Encourage negotiated settlement over Holy Cities issue .
Military Aspect:
Diplomatic Aspect:
Economic Aspect:
Informational Aspect:
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Scenario 2: Warfighting Options — IIC increases terrorism, continues force buildup, and clearly
indicates intent to attack GCC nation(s). United Nations supports creation of a coalition to oppose
IIC and authorizes all means necessary to eliminate threat. IIC may initiate major hostilities.
COA 1: Conduct combined defense of the Arabian Peninsula and prepare for offensive
operations, focused on IIC strategic and operational centers of gravity.
Military Aspect:
• Full deployment under OPLAN 1648.
• Combined defense operations to secure strategic and operational LOCs.
• Defend forward to protect ports and airfields.
• Conduct counter-offensive into Iraq and Iran to destroy IIC offensive capability.
• Destroy IIC WMD facilities and programs.
Diplomatic Aspect:
• Solidify coalition forces.
• Active diplomatic effort to forestall attempts to disrupt coalition.
• Diffuse attempt to draw Israel into conflict.
Economic Aspect:
• Enforce sanctions with blockade.
• Seek additional economic pressure on those trading with IIC.
Informational Aspect:
• Major PSYOP to emphasize past grievances between Iran and Iraq.
• Stress legitimacy of Saudi Arabia guardianship role.
• Condemn IIC terrorism and attempts at hegemony.
COA 2: Initiate combined offensive against Iran and Iraq.
Military Aspect:
Diplomatic Aspect:
Economic Aspect:
Informational Aspect:
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Tasks, Requirements, and Shortfalls

SCENARIO
Deterrence

TASK
- Establish/
maintain air
superiority

FORCE
REQUIREMENTS

CURRENT
CAPABILITY

- Deter attack

-Expand security
assistance

Warfighting

- Defeat attack

-Maintain air
superiority

- Destroy IIC
offensive
capability

4. Analysis of Opposing Courses of Action
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SHORTFALL

CORRECTIVE
PROGRAM

5. Comparison of Own Courses of Action
COA

Suitable

Feasible

6. Recommendation
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Acceptable

Actor

Interests

United
Kingdom

Survival: No.
Economic: Yes.
Free flow of oil.
World Stability:
Yes. Regional
interests.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Precedent from
1990-91.

a. Long lines of
communications.

a. Support UN
sanctions and
initiatives.

Economy: Yes,
Short term.

b. Strong gov’t
with extensive
knowledge of the
region.

b. Lack of
strategic lift.

Nat’l Will:
Probably.

c. Credibility.
Relations w/Ally:
Maybe.

Nat’l Direction:
Yes.
Population: Yes.
Instruments:
Military: Yes
Limited deployability.
Economic: Yes.
Can sustain
sanctions.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Strong
diplomatic corps.
Information:
Yes.
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c. Former
colonial power.

b. Join military
coalition, if
needed.
c. Request
strategic lift
support.

Actor

Interests

France

Survival: No.
Economic: Yes.
Free flow of oil.
World Stability:
Yes. Regional
interests.
Relations w/Ally:
Maybe.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Credibility.

a. Long lines of
communications.

a. Support UN
sanctions and
initiatives.

b. Former
colonial power.

b. Support
military action, if
required.

Economy: Yes,

b. Experience
in the region.

Nat’l Will:
Probably.

c. Can sustain
sanctions.

Nat’l Direction:
Yes. Strong
gov’t with
experience.
Population: Yes
Instruments:
Military: Yes
Limited strategic
lift.
Economic: Yes.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Good diplomatic
corps.
Information:
Yes.
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c. Lack of
strategic lift.

c. Use influence.

Actor

Interests

Saudi Arabia

Survival: YES!
Economic: YES!
Vital importance.
World Stability:
Yes.
Relations w/Ally:
Will need help.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No.
Vulnerable.
Economy: Yes,
Can support
allied effort.
Nat’l Will: YES!
Nat’l Direction:
YES!
Population: No.
Not large
enough.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Historical
legitimacy of
custody of Holy
Cities.

a. Vulnerable to
adverse
propaganda after
closing
Mecca/Medina.

a. Defend and,
when possible,
attack.

b. Modernized
military, but
readiness is
uncertain.
c. Viewed as
moderate by
most countries.
d. History of
generous foreign
aid in region.

Instruments:
Military: Yes.
Modernized, but
? readiness.
Economic: Yes.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Has legitimacy of
issues.
Precedent.
Information:
Fair.
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b. Proximity to
IIC.

b. View as life
and death
struggle.
c. Not surrender
guardianship of
Holy Cities.
d. Seek UN and
Western nation
support.

Actor

Interests

Oman

Survival: Yes.
Economic: Yes.
World Stability:
Yes.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No.
Vulnerable.

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Proven diplomatic track
record in the
region.

a. Small military.

a. Seek Western
support.

Economy: Yes.
Nat’l Will: Yes.

Relations w/Ally:
Will need help.

Strengths

Nat’l Direction:
Yes.

b. Strong
economy, but
extremely oil
dependent.

Population: No.
Small country.
Instruments:
Military: Fair.
Small army.
Economic: Yes.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Precedent.
Information:
Fair.
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b. Very
dependent on
coalition
support.

b. Support GCC
efforts against
IIC.

Actor

Interests

Kuwait

Survival: YES!
Economic: YES!
World Stability:
Yes.
Relations w/Ally:
Will need help.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No.
Vulnerable.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Proximity to
both Iraq and
Iran.

a. Desperately
seek Western
and other Arab
nation support.

Economy: Yes,
unless attacked
and oil flow
curtailed.

a. Size and
proximity plus
atrocities of ‘9091 generate
natural
sympathy and
worldwide
support.

Nat’l Will: Yes,
but possibly
fragmented by
ethnic divisions.

b. Strong
economy but
very oil
dependent.

Nat’l Direction:
Probably.

c. Perhaps the
“tank ditch”
along border
with Iraq.

Population: Yes,
but dependent
on ethnic tensions .
Instruments:
Military: Limited.
Small, modern
force.
Economic: If oil
flow continues
or out of country
investments are
available.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Information:
Limited if
attacked.
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b. Small but
modern military.
Uncertain abut
training readiness and materiel sustainment.

b. Support GCC
efforts against
IIC.
c. Increased
diplomatic and
informational
efforts to
generate support
and sympathy.
Probably hire
lobbyists to
advance cause.

Actor

Interests

Egypt

Survival: Not
immediate, but
perceive long
term threat if IIC
is successful.
Economic: Yes.
Desperately
needs
uninterrupted
trade.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:
Yes/No. Not
immediately
threatened. Not
overly long WP.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Credibility
from role/action
in ‘90-91.

a. Fragile
economy.

a. Encourage
diplomatic
solution.

b. Controls
access to Suez
Canal.

Economy: No.
Nat’l Will:
Maybe.

World Stability:
Yes. Islamic
discontent may
spread.

Nat’l Direction:
Probably strong
gov’t action and
support.

Relations w/Ally:
Must have
Western support
to participate in
any coalition
effort.

Population:
Uncertain.

c. Largely
viewed as moderate Arab
nation to rest of
world.

Instruments:
Military: Limited,
small, fairly
modern force.
Probably will
need strategic
lift.
Economic: No.
Will probably
need economic
support similar
to ‘90-’91.
Diplomatic: Yes.
Established
diplomatic
record. Has
been involved in
Arab issues.
Information:
Limited.
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b. Small, fairly
modern military
but hasn’t been
able to afford
significant
readiness
training.

b. Participate in
coalition action,
if Saudi Arabia
can diffuse crisis
over Holy Cities.

Actor

Interests

Turkey

Survival: Not
immediate threat.
Long-term
concern over
balance of power
in region and
spin-off on
Kurdish issue.
Economic: Yes.
Needs free flow
of oil.
World Stability:
Yes. Balance of
power concerns.
Wants to avoid
inflaming
Kurdish issues.
Relations w/Ally:
Yes. Will need
economic and
military assistance, if participating in armed
conflict.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: Yes.
Not immediately
threatened, but
can threaten
north flank of
IIC. If granted,
access for other
coalition forces.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Geographic
location.

a. Its own Kurdish problem.
Internat’l problem which can
cause international criticism.

a. Avoid direct
military
involvement
unless more
direct threat.

b. Strong alliance
ties to NATO
partners.
c. Viewed as
moderate Islamic
nation.

Economy: Fair.
Cannot sustain
long-term
hardship
resulting from
problem.
Nat’l Will:
Uncertain.
Depends on how
serious the
inflaming of their
Kurdish
problems.
Nat’l Direction:
Uncertain.
Population:
Don’t know
Instruments:
Military: Good
armed forces.
Will need
strategic lift, if
joining coalition
armed force.
Economic: No.
Will need
assistance
similar to ‘90-91.
Information:
Uncertain.
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b. Will need
economic
support.

b. Focus on
containing
Kurdish issues.
c. Provide
landing rights, if
supported in
other issues.

Actor

Interests

Israel

Survival: Yes.
Will view any
change in
balance of power
as threat to
survival.
Economic:
Probably not.
World Stability:
Yes. Doesn’t
need anything to
disrupt balance
of power or draw
attention to
Palestinian
problems.
Relations w/Ally:
Generally doesn't
want and can't
afford challenges
to ties with U.S.

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography: No.
Vulnerable to
Scuds and other
weapons of mass
destruction.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Likely COAs

a. Commitment to
survival.

a. Ongoing and
easily inflamed
problems with
treatment of
Palestinians.

a. Avoid direct
confrontation, so
long as it
perceives U.S.
can and will
protect from
direct attack.

b. Strong
national defense
force.

Economy: No.
Nat'l Will: Yes.
To survive at all
cost.
Nat’l Direction:
Yes. Survival
dominates.
Seems to want
peace
negotiations to
succeed.
Population: No.
Ethnic tension
always a threat.
Internal
problems can be
fueled by other
Arabic issues.
Instruments:
Military: Yes, but
only for own
defense.
Economic: No.
Diplomatic: No
influence in Arab
world.
Information: Yes.
Ties to U.S.
lobby groups.
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b. Likely target
to try and
separate any
coalition.

b. Avoid/
prevent external
events from
rekindling Arab
violence. Maintain peace
accords.

Actor

Interests

Russia

Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:
Probably.

Nat’l Direction:

Population:

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

Actor

Interests

China

Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:

Nat’l Direction:
Yes.

Population: Yes.

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

Actor

Interests

Jordan

Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:

Nat’l Direction:

Population: Yes.

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

Actor

Interests

Iran

Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:

Nat’l Direction:

Population:

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

Actor

Interests

Iraq

Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:

Nat’l Direction:

Population:

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

Actor

Interests
Survival:

Elements of
Power
Sources:
Geography:

Strengths

Economic:
Economy:
World Stability:

Relations w/Ally:

Nat’l Will:

Nat’l Direction:

Population:

Instruments:
Military:

Economic:

Diplomatic:

Information:
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Weaknesses

Likely COAs

U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
Fundamentals of Operational Warfighting
C/M/S 500
Reference 4. Practical Exercise Requirement (C/M students only)
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Purpose. This practical exercise requires the staff group to analyze the revised strategic estimate,
other applicable strategic guidance, and the scenario’s strategic and operational environments in order to
gain a consensus determination of the first three operational/campaign planning “imperatives”: (1) The
“strategic aim” of the campaign; (2) The political, military, and economic conditions that define the desired
“end state” of the campaign; and (3) The principal operational (military) objectives that, when
accomplished, will achieve or support the achievement of the end-state conditions.
2. Scenario.
a. On 20 June 20XX, the USCENTCOM Chief of Staff directed the J3 to activate the command’s
battlestaff to monitor the situation and plan for future operations. He specifically asked the staff to update
the command’s strategic estimate within the next 36 hours and to begin campaign planning for joint/combined operations to defend Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. (See following text of the Chief’s note)
b. The CINC is currently visiting potential coalition partners in the region. He will return to HQ
USCENTCOM on 21 June for intelligence and operations update briefings. He leaves for Washington
early on the 22d to confer with the President, SecState, SECDEF, CJCS, and probably some key members
of Congress. The focus of these discussions will be the developing crisis in the Gulf and potential political,
military, and economic options available to the United States.
c. The Chief of Staff wants to provide the CINC an update to the strategic estimate to read during
the flight to Washington and to use as a reference document during discussions. Both the CINC and Chief
of Staff anticipate that, as a result of these consultations in Washington, the CJCS will publish a Warning
Order for USCINCCENT to plan operations for the defense of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Although the
CINC would like to review the entire strategic estimate, he is most interested in receiving the staff’s
consensus on the strategic aim to be pursued by all the nation’s instruments of power, the specific
conditions that define the desired end state, and the key military objectives that USCENTCOM must
accomplish to achieve that end state. The Chief of Staff, with the J2, J3, and J5 present, intends to present
this strategic analysis to the CINC during the few hours he will be available.
d. You are a member of the USCENTCOM Planning Cell which supports the full battlestaff. The
Chief, J5 Plans, heads this planning cell. The J5 planners have started to update a strategic estimate using
the format at Appendix B of Joint Pub 3-0. Their analysis is based primarily on the “Road to War,” the
USCENTCOM Theater Strategy and the U.S. Security Strategy for the Middle East. Their incomplete
notes are included in a “draft” Strategic Estimate. Your planning cell should review these notes as a start
point in responding to the CINC’s concerns.
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3. Requirement. Respond to the following note from the USCENTCOM Chief of Staff:
Date: 20 June 20XX
Memo For J5, USCENTCOM
From LTG T.H.E. Best, C/S, USCENTCOM
Subject: CINC Update on the Gulf Crisis
I just finished talking to the CINC. He’ll be back tomorrow and is looking forward to your analysis of
the developing crisis. He will leave almost immediately for Washington for discussions with the NCA/NSC
and expects the President will make several decisions about the U.S.’s initial responses to the crisis,
particularly its military response. He wants a briefing packet he can use during these discussions that is
based on conclusions drawn from the ongoing strategic estimate your staff has been conducting. As you
know, the CINC is intimately familiar with the estimate’s format and purpose and is likely to ask hard
questions about the rationale behind conclusions. He has specifically asked that you provide the following:
a. IIC Intent/Problem Statement: What are the strategic interests/objectives/intentions of the IIC?
What do its recent statements and actions imply about its true intentions? Are they a prelude to offensive
action or merely a means to pressure the GCC in general and Saudi Arabia in particular to make
concessions? If the latter, what are these concessions?
b. Key U.S. interests at risk: Also list the relevant theater objectives (from the CENTCOM strategy)
most affected as a result of the threat to those interests.
c. Theater Strategic Objectives/Campaign Objectives/Conflict Termination Objectives (Your briefing
should concentrate on this area): Provide the following for two potential scenarios: (1) Successful
deterrence (IIC does not attack), and (2) Unsuccessful deterrence (major military action/warfighting):
• The Strategic Aim (Desired political effect; focus of all instruments of power)
• The End State (Political, economic, and military conditions/conflict termination objectives that
define successful achievement of the Strategic Aim)
• Operational Objectives (Principal military actions required to achieve the end state)
Remember deterrence is the first mission. In both the successful deterrence and “warfighting” scenarios,
the strategic aim/end state must resolve the principal threat(s) to U.S. interests that have brought the
region to the verge of armed conflict. The CINC has specifically requested that the end state in both
scenarios define what constitutes a “stable and secure” regional environment. Be prepared to discuss the
costs and benefits of achieving the end states in both scenarios.
d. Recommended military COA: Provide the CINC your considered advice on what military COA or
series of military actions USCENTCOM should begin to implement now, e.g., show of force, increase in
security assistance, partial deployment, full execution of OPLAN 1648 deployments, etc. Think
strategically, not tactically, and consider the CINC’s Washington audience. Your recommendation will
directly affect the President’s decisions and contribute to the preparation of the Warning/Alert Order that
the Chairman will probably issue in the next few days.
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U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
Fundamentals of Operational Warfighting
C/M/S 500
Reference 5. Road to War (Continued) up to 10 July and
projected forward through August and early September 20XX
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Disposition. The IIC has forces of two armies and a separate corps currently poised in assembly
areas along the Euphrates River Valley and along the roads leading from Baghdad to Al Basrah.
Estimates projecting the IIC build-up based on current information show that more than half of this
coalition force is ready for offensive action, and the remaining forces will be closed and ready by the first
two weeks of September 20XX. Offensive posturing of combat and sustainment forces is confirmed. The
enemy’s assembly area is broken into three major areas:
a. The Iraqi Army units are in an area between Al Basrah (3030N, 4800E) and An Nasiriyah (3104N,
4615E). The area is approximately 175 km long from east to west, and 50 km wide from north to south.
b. The Iranian Army units are in an area roughly located between Al Amarah (3150N, 4709E) and
Aprifa (3144N, 4607E). The area is approximately 125 km from north to south and 125 km wide from east
to west.
c. The elite 1st Iraqi Corps (Governor’s Vanguard) is located in an area roughly centered on As
Samawah (3118N, 4518E). The area is approximately 50 km wide from east to west and 75 km long from
north to south.
2. Strength. The IIC currently has a total of 12 divisions positioned in the areas described above or
moving toward those areas. In total, Iran and Iraq can field greater than 24 divisions along the Euphrates
River within the first two weeks of September (this is not considered likely since this would be all the
military units of the coalition). They are assessed to be well-trained to brigade level and at 100 percent
manning.
3. Reinforcements. The IIC, forming along the Euphrates, is organized into a main body of two
separate armies, the Iraqi (Babylonian) Army and the Iranian (Persepolian) Army. The operational
reserve will probably be the Iraqi 1st Corps (Governor’s Vanguard). However, use of one or more of the
other corps within the two armies should not be ruled out. Other available forces, up to eight divisions, for
the IIC are committed far to the north as the unstable Kurdish situation continues.
4. Air Forces. Iraq has a total of 15 combat squadrons and 4 support squadrons with approximately 400
fighter and ground attack aircraft, 150 support aircraft, and 127 helicopters. Iran has a total of 12 combat
squadrons and 5 support squadrons with nearly 500 fighter and ground attack aircraft, 200 support aircraft,
and over 500 helicopters. This total is based upon intelligence prior to June 20XX. If the Iran-Iraq War and
DESERT STORM are any indication, the IIC will use initial small air strikes to test coalition defenses. If
serious resistance is met or losses occur, the IIC will probably conserve its air forces for later use. If the
IIC transitions to CIS traditional tactics, then large massed aircraft attacks will be directed at coalition
ground forces and targets. Although most IIC aircraft are currently based at airfields in Iran and Iraq,
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movement of these aircraft to former Soviet republics sympathetic to the Islamic cause cannot be ruled
out should the IIC begin to sustain heavy losses.
5. Naval Forces. The naval forces of the IIC are primarily composed of small coastal patrol vessels, but
they do possess four Garcia Class destroyers and Iran has acquired three diesel, KILO Class submarines.
Iran’s acquisitions have also improved their coastal mining and their anti-ship missile capabilities.
6. Other Forces. The IIC has deployed an Iranian mechanized infantry brigade onto the island of
Jazireh-ye-Qeshm in the Strait of Hormuz. This brigade’s artillery battalion is equipped with Chinese
silkworm missiles, which accounts for the sinking of a Japanese tanker and discontinuation of shipping.
Forward positioning of combat air support squadrons and air reconnaissance presence confirms
assessments that IIC intends to maintain control over shipping in the strait.
7. Logistics. IIC forces appear to have built up 30-day supply and, at current rates, they are estimated
to have a 90-day supply available in early September. Assessment: A 90-day supply is the minimum
required to launch an offensive while 30-day is sufficient to defend.
8. Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Weapons. Neither Iran or Iraq have a known nuclear warhead.
However, both now have the potential to create rounds. Sanctions imposed on both countries during the
1991-20XX timeframe kept the two belligerents from having access to the necessary technology or
materials to build nuclear triggers or variable yield warheads. Both countries have the capability to produce
both biological and chemical weapons and are believed to have a stockpile of these munitions in their
arsenals. Their problems are in the delivery means for these weapons, both reliability and quantity.
9. Enemy Capabilities/COAs.
- Attack southeast to take the Persian Gulf coastline, then prepare to attack inland to seize Riyadh.
- Attack south-southeast to take the key cities of Hafar Al Batin and KKMC along the Tapline Road.
- Attack due south towards Riyadh out of contact with coalition forces along the Kuwait border.
- Attack southwest away from defending forces directly for Mecca and Medina.
10. Conclusion. IIC likely to wait for cooler September weather and a buildup of supplies to attempt any
of the COAs.
Key Events List (20 June - 10 July 20XX):
JUNE 20XX
• Saudi King asks U.S. president to send military forces.
• SOF assets on ground confirm national intelligence assessments of the IIC buildup.
• Saudi King and GCC put GCC forces on border.
JULY 20XX
• GCC three division equivalents in place on defensive line along Kuwait/Saudi Arabia borders with
Iraq.
• U.S. president alerts CENTCOM.
• Iran and Iraq declare Holy War on Saudi Arabia to free Mecca and Medina.
• U.S. president requests UN Security Council meeting.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. president mobilizes forces (M-Day is 5 July 20XX).
UN Security Council meets.
CENTCOM staff publishes Deployment Execution Order based on OPLAN 1648.
207th ACR deploys into UN neutral zone in Kuwait.
U.S. forces, including air, land (U.S. XXI Corps) and sea forces, begin deployment
(CENTCOM’s C-Day: 10 July 20XX).
CENTCOM orders Marine air-ground task force to steam to vicinity of Strait of Hormuz.
Iranian brigade takes Jazireh-ye-Qeshm island in Strait of Hormuz.
Iranian brigade sinks one Japanese tanker and stops other shipping with silkworm missiles.
U.S. Air Force assets, already in theater, begin bombing of the Iranian brigade’s silkworm missile
sites as CONUS fighter wings deploy into theater.
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JCS
PLANNING
ORDER
Reference 6

U.S. ARMY COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS 66027-6900
Ref 6

UNCLASSIFIED
***FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE ONLY***

IMMEDIATE
101000ZJULXX
FROM: CJCS WASHINGTON DC//CJCS//
TO: AIG 8790
UNCLASSIFIED
OPER/DESERT BLAST//
MSGID/ORDER/CJCS//
AMPN/JCS PLANNING CONFERENCE//
REF/A/USCINCCENT/202319ZJUNXX/OPREP-1PCA/NOTAL//
ORDTYP/OTR/CJCS 94-8//
HEADING/TASK ORGANIZATION//
NARR/FORCES ALLOCATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPENDIX A USCENTCOM
OPLAN 1648-XX WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE 53D MECH DIV AND THE 25TH AD.
AMPN/SUFFICIENT AERIAL TANKER ASSETS ARE ALLOCATED TO SUPPORT THIS
ALLOCATION//
NARR//THIS IS A CJCS PLANNING ORDER. THE NCA HAS DIRECTED THAT
USCENTCOM CONDUCT EXECUTION PLANNING IN PREPARATION FOR
SIGNIFICANT MILITARY ACTION IN SWA AND SUBMIT CAMPAIGN PLAN CONCEPT
FOR NCA CONSIDERATION NLT 251000ZJULXX. USCENTCOM OPLAN 1648-XX IS
ACTIVATED FOR DEPLOYMENT ONLY AND WILL BE REVISED AS USCENTCOM
OPORD XX-1.//
GENTEXT/SITUATION/
1.
(U) REPEATED ACTIONS BY THE IRAN IRAQ COALITION (IIC) INDICATE THAT
HOSTILITIES AGAINST KUWAIT, SAUDI ARABIA, AND THE GULF COOPERATION
COUNCIL (GCC) ARE INCREASINGLY LIKELY. AT THIS POINT IT APPEARS THAT THE
MOST LIKELY IIC COURSE OF ACTION WILL BE TO ATTEMPT TO SEIZE KUWAITI
AND SAUDI ARABIAN OILFIELDS AT SOME FUTURE DATE. THIS WILL BE AN EFFORT
TO RECOVER LOST ECONOMIC POWER AND TO FURTHER DISCREDIT THE GCC AND
SAUDI ARABIA WITH THE EVENTUAL OBJECTIVES OF TAKING OVER KUWAIT AND
SAUDI ARABIA.
2.
(U) THE GOVERNMENTS OF KUWAIT AND SAUDI ARABIA HAVE REQUESTED
U.S. ASSISTANCE TO DETER THE IIC THREAT.
3.
(U) THE GOVERNMENTS OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND GERMANY HAVE
INDICATED THAT THEY WILL SUPPORT U.S. AND GCC RESPONSES TO THE IIC
THREAT.//
GENTEXT/MISSION/
UNCLASSIFIED
* * * FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE ONLY * * *
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UNCLASSIFIED
***FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE ONLY***

4.
(U) WHEN DIRECTED, USCENTCOM WILL DEPLOY FORCES WITHIN ITS AOR
TO ASSIST IN DEFENDING GCC NATIONS AND, IF REQUIRED, WILL CONDUCT
OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH GCC ARMED FORCES TO
DESTROY THE IIC OFFENSIVE CAPABILITY, TO RESTORE PRECONFLICT
INTERNATIONAL BORDERS, AND TO RETURN STABILITY TO THE REGION.
GENTEXT/EXECUTION/
5.
(U) COURSE OF ACTION. US OPERATIONS MAY INCLUDE BUT NOT BE
LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING TASKS: ESTABLISH AIR SUPERIORITY IN THE REGION,
OPEN AND MAINTAIN AIR, SEA, AND GROUND LOCS IN THE REGION, PROTECT AND
DEFEND AIR AND SEA PORTS IN THE REGION, CONDUCT DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS,
CONDUCT SEA DENIAL OPERATIONS, PROTECT AND DEFEND ESSENTIAL GCC
MILITARY AND CIVILIAN RESOURCES AND FACILITIES IN THE REGION, CONDUCT
DEPLOYMENT AND SUSTAINMENT OPERATIONS, SPECIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
OPERATIONS FOCUSED ON DISCREDITING THE IIC AND FOMENTING REBELLION
AMONG INSURGENT FORCES WITHIN IIC BORDERS. U.S. OPERATIONS WILL BE
RESTRICTED TO GCC TERRITORY UNLESS SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZED BY THE NCA;
THE NCA IS DISPOSED TO CONSIDER REASONABLE REQUESTS FAVORABLY.
A.
(U)
USCENTCOM. RECEIVE FORCES SPECIFIED IN USCENTCOM
OPLAN 1648-XX WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE 53D MECH DIV AND 25TH ARMD DIV
WHICH WILL REMAIN COMMITTED IN THE EUCOM AOR. COORDINATE AND
PREPARE CAMPAIGN PLAN, OPORD, AND OPLAN AS REQUIRED TO CONDUCT
OPERATIONS. DEVELOP AND COORDINATED PLANS FOR OPERATIONS AS A PART
OF A COALITION; PROVIDE RECOMMENDED COMMAND STRUCTURE IN FUTURE
PLANS. IMMEDIATELY INITIATE AND HOST GCCS/JOPES PLANNING
TELECONFERENCE. COORDINATING AUTHORITY FOR ALL ASPECTS OF THIS PLAN
IS GRANTED EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY. REVIEW OPTIONS AND PROVIDE JCS WITH
ANTICIPATED PSYOP, INTELLIGENCE, CIVIL AFFAIRS, AND TARGETING CONCEPTS
ASAP.
B.
(U)
USCINCPAC. PROVIDE AND SUPPORT FORCES, AS REQUIRED IN
USCENTCOM OPLAN 1648-XX, TO USCENTCOM. IDENTIFY AND PROVIDE NAVAL
COMPONENT COMMANDER.
C.
(U)
USCINCACOM. PROVIDE AND SUPPORT FORCES, AS REQUIRED
IN USCENTCOM OPLAN 1648-XX, TO USCENTCOM. BE PREPARED TO PROVIDE AIR
BRIDGE FOR DEPLOYING CARGO AIRCRAFT. BE PREPARED TO SUPPORT
OPERATION GARDEN PLOT IF REQUIRED.
D.
(U)
USCINCEUR. PROVIDE AND SUPPORT FORCES, AS REQUIRED,
TO USCENTCOM. BE PREPARED TO PROVIDE SUPPORT TO ISRAEL AND TURKEY IN
SUPPORT OF OPERATIONS IN THE ARABIAN GULF AREA. BE PREPARED TO SUPPORT
MARITIME INTERCEPT OPERATIONS IN THE EUCOM AOR. BE PREPARED TO
ESTABLISH AIR BRIDGE FOR DEPLOYING CARGO AIRCRAFT.
E.
(U)
USCINCSPACE. PROVIDE SPACE SUPPORT AS REQUIRED.
PREPARE TO PROVIDE DSP SUPPORT TO USCENTCOM AND USEUCOM.
UNCLASSIFIED
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F.
(U) USCINCSOC. PROVIDE SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCE IN SUPPORT
OF OPERATIONS AS REQUIRED IN USCENTCOM OPLAN 1648-XX.
G.
(U) USCINCSTRAT. INITIATE TARGET PLANNING PROCEDURES FOR
THE AFFECTED REGIONS IMMEDIATELY. DIRLAUTH WITH USCINCCENT.
H.
(U) USCINCTRANS. PROVIDE TANKER SUPPORT AS REQUIRED TO
SUPPORT DEPLOYING FORCES. INITIATE AND HOST GCCS/JOPES DEPLOYMENT
TELECONFERENCE IMMEDIATELY. PREPARE TO SUPPORT DEPLOYING FORCES AS
REQUIRED IN TPFDD DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF FORCES.
I.
(U) DIRNSA. PROVIDE SIGINT SUPPORT AS REQUIRED.
J.
(U) DIA. PROVIDE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT AS REQUIRED.
K.
(U) DLA. PROVIDE LOGISTICAL SUPPORT TO PREPARING, DEPLOYING,
AND REDEPLOYING FORCES AS REQUIRED.
L.
(U) DCS. IMPOSE COMMUNICATIONS MINIMIZE IMMEDIATELY FOR
EFFECTED COMMUNICATIONS.
M.
(U) OPSEC AND DECEPTION GUIDANCE. CJCS ANTICIPATES THAT
FORCE MOVEMENTS AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES WILL GENERATE A GREAT DEAL
OF INTEREST FROM POTENTIAL ADVERSARIES AND ALLIES. HOSTILE COLLECTION
ASSETS WILL BE ACTIVE. SOUND OPSEC PROCEDURES WILL BE EXERCISED.
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF FRIENDLY INFORMATION ARE: (1) WHEN, WHERE, AND
IN WHAT STRENGTH WILL U.S. FORCES BE DEPLOYED TO THE GULF REGION. (2)
WHICH TYPES OF DEPLOYMENT SYSTEMS AND LINES OF COMMUNICATION WILL
BE USED BY DEPLOYING FORCES? (3) WILL THE U.S. DEPLOY FORCES TO THE
REGION? (4) WILL THE U.S. BE WILLING TO USE FORCE TO DETER AGGRESSION? (5)
WILL THE U.S. BE WILLING TO COMMIT FORCES TO THE DEFENSE OF GCC
TERRITORY? (6) WHAT ACTIONS WILL THE U.S. TAKE IF ATTACKED? (7) WILL THE
U.S. COMMIT TO OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS IF UNPROVOKED? (8) WHICH
OBJECTIVES IN THE REGION WILL THE U.S. PURSUE? (9) WHEN, WHERE, AND IN
WHAT STRENGTH WILL U.S. SPECIAL FORCES BE EMPLOYED?
6. (U) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS.
A.
(U) C-DAY IS 10 JUL 20XX.
B.
(U) SUPPORTING AND SUPPORTED COMMANDS DEPLOYMENT AND
MOVEMENT DATE ARE REQUIRED TO USTRANSCOM IMMEDIATELY.
C.
(U) SUPPORTING AND SUPPORTED COMMANDS WILL ENTER
DEPLOYMENT AND PLANNING GCCS/JOPES TELECONFERENCES IMMEDIATELY
UPON RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE.
D.
(U) ANTICIPATED LENGTH OF THIS OPERATIONS IN EXCESS OF 90
DAYS.
E.
(U) ROE IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH USCENTCOM OPLAN 1648-XX.
F.
(U) DIRLAUTH ALCON. KEEP THE JOINT STAFF INFORMED. INCLUDE
THE JOINT STAFF AND NMCC AS AN INFO ADDRESSEE ON ALL RECORD TRAFFIC.
AIG 1592 IS ESTABLISHED AS THE DESERT BLAST AIG.
G.
(U) NO FORCES WILL DEPLOY WITHOUT NCA APPROVAL. REPEAT NO
FORCES WILL DEPLOY WITHOUT NCA APPROVAL.//
UNCLASSIFIED
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7. (U) TRANSPORT.
A.
(U) ANTICIPATED AIRLIFT MOVEMENT PRIORITY WILL BE 1B2.
B.
(U) APPORTIONMENT OF STRATEGIC LIFT RESOURCES IS FOR
PLANNING ONLY AND IS SUBJECT TO FURTHER REFINEMENT IN ALERT,
DEPLOYMENT, AND EXECUTE ORDERS.
C.
(U) TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITIES LISTED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL
JOINT STRATEGIC CAPABILITIES PLAN WILL BE ASSUMED.
8. (U) JOPES WILL BE USED TO DEVELOP COA, ORDERS, AND PLANS.
9. (U) FORCE ACTIVITY DESIGNATORS (FAD) WILL BE ISSUED BY THE APPROPRIATE
SERVICES.
10. (U) REPORTING INSTRUCTIONS. NORMAL CRISIS REPORTING PROCEDURES
WILL BE FOLLOWED.
11. (U) CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE. IN ACCORDANCE WITH USCENTCOM OPLAN
1648-XX.
12. (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE. PUBLIC RELEASE OF INFORMATION ABOUT
THIS OPERATION IS NOT AUTHORIZED. PUBLIC AND NEWS MEDIA QUERIES
SHOULD BE ACCEPTED AND REFERRED TO OASD (PA), DSN 227-5131/5337.
NECESSARY ADDITIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE WILL BE FURNISHED BY
OASD(PS) BY SEPARATE COMMUNICATIONS.
13. (U) COMBAT CAMERA. COMBAT CAMERA WILL DOCUMENT THIS OPERATION
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE. NEITHER SECURITY CLASSIFICATION,
OPSEC, OR SUBJECT SENSITIVITY WILL PRECLUDE COMBAT CAMERA
DOCUMENTATION. EXPEDITE THE DELIVERY OF COMBAT CAMERA IMAGERY TO
THE JOINT COMBAT CAMERA CENTER, THE PENTAGON THROUGH THE ARFCOS OR
OTHER APPROPRIATED TRANSPORTATION MEANS COMMENSURATE WITH THE
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OF THE IMAGERY.//
GENTEXT/COMMAND AND SIGNAL//
14. (U) COMMUNICATIONS GUIDANCE. WHERE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
RESOURCES ARE NOT SATISFIED BY AUGMENTING OR SUPPORTING UNITS,
USCENTCOM WILL VALIDATE AND FORWARD REQUIREMENTS FOR CJCSCONTROLLED MOBILE AND TRANSPORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH CJCS MOP 3. BECAUSE OF LIMITED SATELLITE CAPACITY,
USCENTCOM PLANS WILL RECOMMEND RELATIVE PRIORITIES AND ALLOCATE
CHANNELS AND CIRCUITS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THIS CRISIS.
15. (U) COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS. USCINCCENT IS DESIGNATED AS THE
SUPPORTED COMMANDER. USCINCEUR, USCINCPAC, USCINCACOM,
USCINCTRANS, USCINCSPACE, USCINCSTRAT ARE DESIGNATED AS SUPPORTING
COMMANDERS. DIRNSA, NIMA, DIA, AND DCS ARE DESIGNED SUPPORTING
AGENCIES.//
DECL/OADR//
UNCLASSIFIED
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1. BACKGROUND.
a. The CGSC academic environment precludes the use of actual plans and documents that form a
part of the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS). Obviously, such planning documents could contain
politically sensitive information. Therefore, most of those documents are classified for operational security
and to protect their politically sensitive nature. In keeping with the college mission, however, students must
become familiar with the types of joint staff guidance available to commanders of unified and specified
commands and chiefs of military Services for accomplishing assigned military tasks. Therefore, this
Instructional Strategic Capabilities Plan (IJSCP) was developed. To avoid using classified material, some
information normally found in the Unified Command Plan (UCP) is incorporated into the IJSCP.
b. An actual Joint Strategic Capability Plan (JSCP) outlines the nation’s military strategy by
providing planning guidance and taskings for the upcoming fiscal year to the unified combatant
commanders to develop specific plans. In addition to assigning tasks, the JSCP provides planning guidance,
apportions major combat forces and strategic transportation assets for each plan, and requires each unified
CINC and chiefs of military Services to assess the operational impact of projected manpower and
resource requirements necessary to accomplish assigned tasks. Unresolved shortfalls are then identified to
the CJCS or possibly higher for resolution.
c. Despite the classified nature of the actual documents, students must become familiar with the
types of joint staff guidance available to unified and specified commanders and chiefs of military Services
for accomplishing assigned military tasks. The Instructional Strategic Capabilities Plan (IJSCP)
complements classroom instruction by providing JSCP-type guidance so student planners can gain
proficiency in solving planning problems.
d. The IJSCP is a fictional simulation of the real world JSCP and is to be used for CGSC
instructional purposes only. This IJSCP supports student planning exercises focused on a fictional crisis
scenario within U.S. Central Commands (USCENTCOM) Area of Responsibility (AOR). It contains
guidance for developing plans in support of CGSC planning problems. A number of areas found in a JSCP
are listed but not provided in detail. This was done to provide students an understanding of what is in a
JSCP and at the same time reduce overall detail. The IJSCP is divided into a number of sections. These
sections reasonably correspond to those found in an actual JSCP.
(1) Section I. INTRODUCTION provides a document overview, implementing
instructions, and general guidance.
(2) Section II. STRATEGIC SETTING provides guidance on threats, national security
and national military objectives, insight into the strategic concept, and regional strategies.
(3) Section III. PLANNING GUIDANCE provides guidance for regional planning, low
intensity conflict, logistics and host nation support.
(4) Section IV. FORCES addresses the forces apportioned for planning and strategic
transportation assets in support of operational planning.
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(5) Section V. REGIONAL PLANS identifies specific planning tasks to the various
regional and functional CINCs.
(6) Section VI. CONCLUSIONS discusses critical planning considerations for
deterrence, warfighting, uncertainty, deliberate planning, and plan execution.
(7) Annexes, the last portion of the IJSCP, provide essential information in a number of
areas that impact on or need to be considered during the planning process.
2. PURPOSE. The IJSCP provides direction and guidance to commanders of unified and specified
commands to accomplish tasks and missions by stating the national security objective and basic military
objectives. It presents strategic appraisals of major factors that are likely to influence U.S. strategy during
its effective period and it provides strategic planning guidance.
3. SCOPE.
a. IJSCP is a single volume that includes planning guidance, tasks, and forces. It is accompanied
by a number of annexes and is effective for USCENTCOM planning requirements.
b. Much of the data relevant to other combatant commands but not relevant to the USCENTCOM
planning requirements are not included herein.
c. The IJSCP supports and further defines and refines the National Military Strategy (NMS).
d. The timeframe portrayed by this document is FY 199_, where the blank is as indicated in the
college planning exercises.
4. IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS.
a. Planning will be conducted per this document and the college curriculum schedule.
b. Commanders are responsible for preparation of current plans for the execution of tasks
assigned in Section V of this document. These tasks conform with the planning guidance in Sections III, V,
and VI and may be further amplified in follow-on guidance.
c. Tasks assigned in Section V are requirements for planning operations, or other actions, by
combatant commanders. Plans are categorized as operation plans or concept summaries.
(1) Operation plans are prepared in either complete format (OPLAN), concept format
(CONPLAN), or concept summary.
(2) Operation plans include disaster relief, noncombatant evacuation, protection of U.S.
civilians, nuclear weapons recovery, and continuity of operations.
d. Joint Operation Planning and Execution System JOPES Volume I (Joint Pub 5-03.1, to be
renamed CJCSM 3122.01) outlines the deliberate planning process and gives guidance for
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preparation/submission of operation plans and review of operation plans. JOPES Volume II (CJCSM
3122.03) contains planning and execution formats and guidance. CJCSM 3122.02 (TPFDD Manual)
describes building, refining and maintaining force deployment databases for Deliberate and Crisis Action
planning. Formats for classified subjects and detailed functions guidance are contained in the supplement
(classified) to JOPES Volume II, named CJCSM 3122.04.
e. A single plan may suffice for related operations.
f. All plans must conform with domestic and international law, including the law of armed conflict
and international agreements that are binding on the United States.
5. GENERAL GUIDANCE. In DJMO planning problems, students may assume accomplishment of
planning responsibilities normally assigned the Chief of Staff, United States Army; the Chief of Naval
Operations; the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force; the Commandant of the Marine Corps; USTRANSCOM
components; and other DOD agencies. Students are responsible for integrating specific Service planning
responsibilities set forth in CGSC instruction.
a. The NCA directs the combatant commanders. The CJCS passes NCA directives to the
combatant commanders. The Global Command and Control System (GCCS) provides strategic communications from the NCA and CJCS to the combatant commanders.
b. During both the planning and conduct of operations, commanders will exercise command IAW
guidance in the UCP and Joint Pub 0-2.
c. Unified commanders coordinate with American embassies within their geographic borders for
the protection and evacuation of noncombatants. In carrying out that duty, unified commanders:
(1) Prepare necessary military supporting plans.
(2) Prepare necessary operation plans.
(3) Cooperate with chiefs of diplomatic missions in planning.
(4) Implement military plans for the protection and evacuation of noncombatants as
required.
d. All operation plans will include proposed command structure and command relationships.
e. Non-U.S. military forces will be employed IAW multilateral or bilateral agreements or as
directed by the NCA.
f. Within the guidelines in subparagraphs a. and b. above, supported commanders will assess the
capability of non-U.S. military forces that could contribute to accomplishing assigned tasks for inclusion in
operation plans.
g. Non-U.S. military forces of the host government should accomplish major efforts, but U.S.
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unilateral support will be tailored to maximize the full capability of host government forces.
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h. Changes from previous JSCP.
(1) General. Since late 1989, events in Europe and Southwest Asia have brought about a
transformation in the international security environment. Along with other events a shift in U.S. military
strategy and associated deliberate planning had to be made, resulting in a new framework for operational
planning.
(2) New Framework for Operational Planning. The new national security environment
requires a much more flexible, adaptive approach to planning for the use of military force in pursuit of U.S.
national security objectives.
(a) Regional threats have become the central basis for U.S. conventional
planning. This IJSCP emphasizes regional planning as a top priority and directs that the Base Case Global
Family of Plans be retained, but, until further notice, not maintained.
(b) The guidance in this IJSCP focuses attention on developing a wide spectrum
of options for responding to a variety of possible crisis conditions. These options are labeled Flexible
Deterrent Options (FDOs), Deploy Decisive Force, and Counterattack.
(3) Prioritization of Work. As a planning guide, the following lists the prioritization of work:
(a) Major Theater War (MTW) plans.
(b) Most likely Smaller Scale Contingency (SSC) plans.
(c) Concept Summary for the second of two concurrent MTWs that develop
sequentially.
(d) Remaining SSC plans.
(4) Prioritization for Training. Because of multiapportioned forces for regional planning,
the following prioritization guidelines give an appropriate focus for training readiness.
(a) Units should train first to the operation pla n in which they are an early
deployer.
(b) If a unit is an early deployer to more than one operation plan, it should train to
its MTW plan.
(c) Commanders may use the guidance or tasks in the IJSCP to assist in deriving
Joint Mission Essential Task Lists (JMETLS).
i. Forces available for planning.
(1) Forces approved by the CGSC faculty for insertion in this publication are available for
planning purposes per guidance in Sections IV, V, and VI.
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(2) Availability of reserve forces is based on the given mobilization assumptions.
(3) (Unless otherwise directed) Services will publish a list of combat support and combat
service support forces available to each CINC. The list will be based on the need to support major combat
forces made available for planning.
j. Shortfall identification. Per JOPES procedures, supported commanders will report unresolved
shortfalls to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with an assessment of associated risks and the
threat that can be met.
k. Command relationships. Forces apportioned for planning will remain under the command of
their providing organization until specified otherwise by the National Command Authorities.
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SECTION II
STRATEGIC SETTING
1. GENERAL.
a. The National Security Strategy. The primary goal of U.S. foreign policy issue since the 1970s has
been to develop a framework of durable peace and economic stability throughout the world. Emphasis has
been placed on multilateral economic assistance and freer trade between nations to effectively bring about
economic change, development, and social justice. The premise underlying the above aims is that the
United States will continue to play a leading role in world affairs, never a preponderant role. The national
security strategy’s three core objectives are:
(1)
To enhance our security with effective diplomacy and with military forces that are
ready to fight and win.
(2)

To bolster America’s economic prosperity.

(3)

To promote democracy abroad.

b. The following national strategic priorities are established to advance these core national security
objectives:
(1)

Foster a peaceful, undivided, democratic Europe.

(2)

Create a stable, prosperous Asia Pacific community.

(3)

Prosper in the global economy.

(4)

Be an unrelenting force for peace.

(5) Move strongly to counter growing dangers to our security: WMD, terrorism, international crime,
drugs, illegal arms trafficking, and environmental damage.
(6) Maintain a strong and ready military.
c. The National Military Strategy. This IJSCP implements, through the deliberate planning process,
the National Military Strategy (NMS). A detailed account of the strategic setting can be found in the
NMS. The following summary relates aspects of deliberate planning to that setting and strategy.
2. NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY. The Strategy — Shape, Respond, Prepare Now. Our
National Military Strategy depends first and foremost upon the United States remaining secure from
external threats. A secure homeland is fundamental to U.S. global leadership; however, it is not the only
prerequisite. To protect and promote U.S. national interests, our national military objectives are to Promote
Peace and Stability and, when necessary, to Defeat Adversaries that threaten the United States, our
interests, or our allies. U.S. Armed Forces advance national security by applying military power to Shape
the international environment and Respond to the full spectrum of crises, while we Prepare Now for an
uncertain future.
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3. NATIONAL MILITARY OBJECTIVES.
a. Promote Peace and Stability. Promoting peace and stability means creating and sustaining security
conditions globally and, in key regions, allowing the peaceful pursuit of our interests and the just resolution
of international problems through political means. This does not imply a resistance to change; rather, it
underscores a desire for peaceful change. Pursuit of this objective supports the President’s 1997 National
Security Strategy by ensuring that no critical region is dominated by a power hostile to the United States
and that regions of greatest importance to the U.S. are stable and at peace. Such stability reduces the
likelihood of widespread conflict and allows the pursuit of our interests by other instruments of national
power. Where a potential regional hegemony threatens our interests and those of our allies through the
buildup or use of armed forces, U.S. military power may be concentrated to assure allies and friends,
redress the imbalance, and deter or defeat aggression. Where the risk to peaceful political intercourse
stems from other sources, U.S. forces may conduct operations or otherwise contribute to efforts that seek
to prevent conflict and reduce threats. Our role as a global leader is underscored by U.S. forces
performing tasks that encourage other nations to resolve problems through negotiation and compromise
rather than by aggression and intimidation.
b. Defeat Adversaries. In the event of armed conflict, U.S. Armed Forces will render an adversary
incapable of armed resistance through destruction of his capacity to threaten our interests or by breaking
his will to do so. This sets the military conditions for winning the peace. In conducting combat operations,
the United States will use all means available, commensurate with the national interest at stake, the risks
involved, and international law. We will endeavor to commit decisive force to ensure that we achieve the
objectives established by the NCA and conclude hostilities in the shortest time possible and on terms
favorable to the United States.
4. ELEMENTS of the STRATEGY: SHAPE, RESPOND, PREPARE NOW.
a. U.S. Armed Forces pursue these national military objectives in support of the President’s
integrated approaches of shaping, responding, and preparing now, which synchronize all elements of
national power to achieve our security objectives. Our use of military force should be guided by several
considerations. First, military force should be used judiciously and decisively. Military missions must be
clearly stated, with achievable military objectives that support national political aims. Second, on most
occasions, our forces will operate as a joint team, harmonizing the unique and complementary strengths
and capabilities of each of our Services. Third, while retaining unilateral capability, whenever possible we
must seek to operate alongside alliance or coalition forces, integrating their capabilities and capitalizing on
their strengths. Finally, we must ensure that the conditions necessary for terminating military involvement
and withdrawing military forces are clearly established.
b. Shaping the International Environment. U.S. Armed Forces help shape the international
environment primarily through their inherent deterrent qualities and through peacetime military
engagement. The shaping element of our strategy helps foster the institutions and international
relationships that constitute a peaceful strategic environment by promoting stability; preventing and
reducing conflict and threats, and deterring aggression and coercion.
c. Promoting Stability. Through peacetime engagement activities, U.S. Armed Forces promote
regional stability, increase the security of allies and friends, build coalitions, and ensure a more secure
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global environment. The commanders-in-chief of our unified commands, based on guidance from the NCA
and CJCS, develop plans and employ forces and personnel in peacetime to protect and promote U.S.
interests and regional security objectives.
(1) Our international exercise program is one such activity. Exercises enhance interoperability and
readiness and demonstrate our ability to form and lead effective coalitions. They demonstrate our
capabilities and resolve to friends and potential adversaries alike. They provide realistic conditions for
working with the technologies, systems, and operational procedures that will be crucial in times of crisis.
International exercises also provide geographic familiarity and foster an understanding of cultures, values,
and habits of other societies. Exercises encourage burden sharing on the part of friends and allies, and
facilitate regional integration.
(2) Through other engagement activities, such as information sharing and a wide range of
contacts between our military and the defense establishments of other nations, we promote trust and
confidence and increase the security of our allies, partners, and friends. Partnership for Peace, defense
cooperation activities, foreign military sales, the International Military Education and Training (IMET)
program, and other programs establish long-term professional relationships between our Armed Forces
and the future military leadership of other countries. Military-to-military contacts with countries that are
neither staunch friends nor confirmed foes build constructive security relationships, help to promote the
appropriate role of armed forces in a democratic society, and enhance stability.
d. Preventing or Reducing Conflicts and Threats. Conflict prevention means the reduction, mitigation,
or neutralization of the causes of conflict. Though the military by itself can rarely address the root causes
of conflict — as it often stems from political, economic, social, and legal conditions that are beyond the
core competence of the military to resolve — military forces can provide a degree of fundamental security
and use their unique operational and logistical capabilities to help civil initiatives succeed. Such military
operations can have important strategic value when they promote the overall stability the U.S. seeks, thus
reducing the need for greater military effort later.
(1) The U.S. effort to prevent conflict and reduce threats includes arms control measures as an
essential part. Verifiable arms control agreements, as well as confidence building and transparency
measures, help reduce tensions and dangers. Military resources are an important component of this effort,
particularly in the conduct of reciprocal inspection, verification, and, in some cases, enforcement activities.
Bringing worldwide arsenals into conformity with international nonproliferation standards helps to reduce
uncertainty about potential threats and allows countries to direct resources to safer, more productive
relations. The United States remains committed to our obligations under bilateral and international arms
control agreements. Expanding arms control efforts to address the use or possession of WMD, the
development of WMD technology, and the control and transfer of fissionable materiel are also extremely
important to enhancing U.S. security.
e. Peacetime Deterrence. Deterrence means preventing potential adversaries from taking aggressive
actions that threaten our interests, allies, partners, or friends. It is the military’s most important contribution
to the shaping element of the President’s strategy. Deterrence rests in large part on our demonstrated
ability and willingness to defeat potential adversaries and deny them their strategic objectives. Our
deterrence capability gives allies and friends the confidence necessary for normal political discourse and
peaceful resolution of differences. The critical elements of deterrence are our conventional warfighting
capabilities: forces and equipment strategically positioned; our capability to rapidly project and concentrate
military power worldwide; our ability to form and lead effective military coalitions; and our capacity to
protect our homeland, forces, and critical infrastructure from the full range of potential threats. Our
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strategic nuclear forces complement our conventional capabilities by deterring any hostile foreign
leadership with access to nuclear weapons from acting against our vital interests. Our nuclear forces may
also serve to convince such leaders that attempting to seek a nuclear advantage would be futile.
f. Responding to the Full Spectrum of Crises. Given the strategic environment, the U.S. military
undoubtedly will be called upon to respond to crises across the full range of military operations, from
humanitarian assistance to fighting and winning MTWs and conducting concurrent smaller-scale
contingencies. U.S. forces must be able to respond to crises from a posture of global engagement. In the
event of a major theater war the United States will need to be extremely selective in undertaking
substantial engagement activities and smaller-scale contingency operations. More than likely, we would
have to disengage from activities and operations not deemed vital in order to better posture our forces to
deter or defeat aggression in a second major theater war. A credible U.S. force-in-being, despite multiple
demands, is a key stabilizing influence in the world. Responding to multiple concurrent contingencies
requires careful consideration to ensure our forces are not dissipated and, therefore, either unable or
perceived as unable to respond to more critical threats.
g. Deterring Aggression or Coercion in Crisis. The first response in any crisis normally consists of
steps to deter an adversary so the situation does not require a greater U.S. response. This generally
involves signaling our commitment by enhancing our warfighting capability in a theater or by making
declarative statements to communicate U.S. intentions and the potential cost of aggression to an
adversary. We may also choose to emphasize our resolve by responding in a limited manner, for example,
by enforcing sanctions or conducting limited strikes. The deterrent posture and activities of our armed
forces ensure we remain prepared for conflict should deterrence fail.
h. Fighting and Winning Major Theater Wars. As a global power with worldwide interests, it is
imperative that the United States be able to deter and defeat nearly simultaneous, large-scale, cross-border
aggression in two distant theaters in overlapping time frames, preferably in concert with regional allies. For
the time being, we face this challenge in the Arabian Gulf region and in Northeast Asia. However, even
should these challenges diminish, this capability is critical to maintaining our global leadership role. Lack of
such a capability would signal to key allies our inability to help defend mutual interests, thus weakening our
alliances and coalitions. Because such weakness would not escape the attention of potential adversaries, it
might make two simultaneous crises more likely. U.S. commitment to one crisis would present the
opportunity, otherwise unrealized, for another aggressor to act. Even more dangerous, it could inhibit the
United States from responding to a crisis promptly enough, or even at all, for fear of committing our only
forces and thereby making us vulnerable in other regions of the world. The capability to fight two major
theater wars initiated in rapid succession is of critical importance as it helps deter opportunism, promote
stability, and provides the depth and flexibility to deal with unanticipated challenges.
(1) In this regard, a particularly challenging requirement associated with fighting and winning
major theater wars is being able to rapidly defeat initial enemy advances short of their objectives in two
theaters in close succession, one followed almost immediately by another. Maintaining this capability is
absolutely critical to our ability to seize the initiative in both theaters and to minimize the amount of territory
our allies and we must regain from aggressors. Failure to halt an enemy invasion rapidly would make the
subsequent campaign to evict enemy forces from captured territory much more difficult, lengthy, and
costly. Such failure would also weaken coalition support, undermine U.S. credibility, and increase the risk
of conflict elsewhere.
i. Conducting Multiple, Concurrent Smaller-Scale Contingency Operations. Future challenges to our
interests will likely require use of our forces in a wide range of concurrent operations short of major
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theater war. Swift action by military forces may sometimes be the best way to prevent, contain, or resolve
conflict, thereby precluding greater effort and increased risk later. Using some of our unsurpassed
capabilities in the pursuit of common interests and values demonstrates leadership and encourages
confidence and greater contributions by others, reducing the demand on us in the long run. U.S. military
forces provide a full array of capabilities that can be tailored to give the NCA many options in pursuing our
interests. Our capacity to perform shows of force, limited strikes, opposed interventions, no-fly zone and
sanctions enforcement operations, interposition or observation operations, and other missions allows us to
deter would-be aggressors and control the danger posed by rogue states. U.S. forces can perform peace
operations and humanitarian assistance operations, and can evacuate noncombatants from dangerous
situations, whether opposed or unopposed. U.S. forces will act unilaterally and in concert with security
partners, using all means authorized by the President and the Congress, to counter international terrorism
at home and abroad. Unique military capabilities can also support domestic authorities in combating direct
and indirect threats to the U.S. homeland, such as the illegal drug trade, especially when the potential for
violence exceeds the capability of domestic agencies.
j. Preparing Now for an Uncertain Future. As we move into the next century, it is imperative that
the United States maintain the military superiority essential to our global leadership. To be able to respond
effectively in the future, we must transform U.S. combat capabilities and support structures, but while we
do so, our forces must remain engaged worldwide and ready to fight and win two nearly simultaneous
major theater wars. Success demands a stabilized investment program in robust modernization that exploits
the RMA. It also requires fundamental reengineering of our infrastructure and streamlining of our support
structures through the RBA to realize the cost efficiencies necessary to recapitalize the force. Though
difficult to accomplish, such tasks are essential to reaching new levels of joint warfighting effectiveness.
(1) JV 2010 is the conceptual template for joint operations and warfighting in the future. It
provides the azimuth for the Services’ visions, thus ensuring the future interoperability of the joint force.
Because we will often act in concert with like-minded nations, as we implement JV 2010 we must also
retain interoperability with our allies and potential coalition partners. This vision of future capabilities guides
our warfighting requirements and procurement, and focuses technological development. JV 2010’s key
enablers of information superiority and technological innovation will transform the current concepts of
maneuver, strike, protection, and logistics into the new operational concepts of dominant maneuver,
precision engagement, focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection. Turning these concepts into reality
will help us to conduct decisive operations in any environment, a characteristic JV 2010 calls “full
spectrum dominance.” JV 2010 rests on the foundations of information superiority and technological
innovation.
k. Information Superiority. Information superiority is the capability to collect, process, and
disseminate an uninterrupted flow of precise and reliable information, while exploiting or denying an
adversary’s ability to do the same. While it is dependent upon superior technology, systems integration,
organization, and doctrine, it is not an inherent quality but, like air superiority, must be achieved in the
battlespace through offensive and defensive information operations. Information superiority yields
battlespace awareness, an interactive, shared and highly accurate picture of friendly and enemy operations
as they occur. Information superiority allows our commanders to employ widely dispersed joint forces in
decisive operations, engage and reengage with the appropriate force, protect the force throughout the
battlespace, and conduct tailored logistical support.
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l. Technological Innovation. As we reshape our forces to meet the challenges of a changing world,
we will leverage emerging technologies to enhance the capabilities of our servicemen and women through
development of new doctrine, organizations, material, and training. Development and acquisition
of new systems and equipment will improve our ability to conduct decisive operations and achieve full
spectrum dominance. However, they are not a panacea. We must recognize that each includes inherent
vulnerabilities, each must be applicable across the range of operations, and each must enhance the human
capability of our forces.
m. Balanced Evolution. The fundamental challenge for our Armed Forces is to shape and respond in
the current and near-term security environment while we concurrently prepare for the future. Because our
forces are engaged worldwide every day, their transformation to achieve the new capabilities described in
JV 2010 is necessarily evolutionary. Through a rigorous process of experimentation, assessment,
refinement, and doctrinal development, we can meet our responsibility to maintain ready forces today
while taking steps to transform those forces to be superior tomorrow. This transformation of our forces is
not a choice between people and technology, but about how to integrate the strengths of both to give the
Nation the best possible military capability. It involves much more than the acquisition of new military
systems. It means harnessing new technologies to give U.S. forces greater military capabilities through
advanced concepts, doctrine, and organizations so that they can dominate any future battlespace.
5. STRATEGIC CONCEPTS.
a. Strategic concepts are key ideas that govern our use of military force and forces as we execute
the strategy of Shape, Respond, Prepare Now. These ideas are also important considerations that guide
how our forces are trained, equipped, and organized.
b. Strategic Agility. Strategic agility is the timely concentration, employment, and sustainment of U.S.
military power anywhere at our own initiative, at a speed and tempo that our adversaries cannot match.
Our forces must be able to seize and maintain the momentum of operations rapidly to meet multiple
demands in an uncertain and complex strategic environment. Strategic agility requires our Armed Forces
to be versatile, that is, to conduct multiple missions simultaneously across the full range of military
operations in geographically separated regions of the world. This versatility, and the equally important
abilities to orchestrate, command, control and support dispersed joint forces, permit the decisive application
of our strengths against enemy weaknesses. Strategic agility is essential if we are to remain globally
engaged but not find ourselves improperly positioned or otherwise unable to respond to crises.
c. Overseas Presence. Overseas presence is the visible posture of U.S. forces and infrastructure
strategically positioned forward, in, or near key regions. Permanently stationed and rotationally or
temporarily deployed forces promote security and stability, prevent conflict, give substance to our security
commitments, and ensure our continued access. Overseas presence enhances coalition operations by
promoting joint and combined training and encouraging responsibility sharing on the part of friends and
allies. Overseas presence contributes to deterrence by demonstrating our determination to defend U.S.,
allied, and friendly interests in critical regions while enabling the U.S. to rapidly concentrate military power
in the event of crisis. The presence of our forces provides commanders with a flexible array of options to
respond promptly to aggression. Overseas presence forces embody global military engagement. They
serve as role models for militaries in emerging democracies; contribute uniquely to the stability, continuity,
and flexibility that protects U.S. interests; and are crucial to continued democratic and economic
development.
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d. Power Projection. Power projection is the ability to rapidly and effectively deploy and sustain U.S.
forces in and from multiple, dispersed locations. Complementing overseas presence, power
projection strives for unconstrained global reach. Power projection assets are tailored to regional
requirements and send a clear signal of U.S. commitment. Being able to project power means being able
to act even when we have no permanent presence or infrastructure in a region. If necessary, it means
fighting our way into a denied theater or creating and protecting forward operating bases. The ability to
assemble and move to, through, and between a variety of environments, often while reconfiguring to meet
specific mission requirements, is essential to offsetting an adversary’s advantages in mass or geographic
proximity. Global power projection provides our national leaders with the options they need to respond to
potential crises.
e. Decisive Force. Decisive force is the commitment of sufficient military power to overwhelm all
armed resistance in order to establish new military conditions and achieve political objectives. In cases not
involving armed resistance, decisive force means that U.S. forces will be wholly sufficient to accomplish
the full scope of their military tasks. Decisive force in the early stages of a crisis can be critical to
deterring aggression. The concept does not promise quick or bloodless solutions to military challenges, but
does require that, where the actual commitment of military power is anticipated, such force will be clearly
superior to that of any potential adversary.
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SECTION III
PLANNING GUIDANCE
1. GENERAL.
With the end of the Cold War and resulting changes in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union,
many of the traditional planning concepts of previous IJSCPs are ill-suited for contemporary contingency
planning. It has become clear from an assessment of these changes and from the lessons of DESERT
SHIELD and DESERT STORM that fixed values assigned to planning assumptions for warning and
political decisions regarding force movements, reserve call up, mobilization, and other executive
emergency measures, while necessary to develop operational plans, may and most likely will change at
execution. What is also fairly clear, and critically important to recognize and plan for, is that crisis response
always entails an element of risk encompassing diplomatic, political, economic, and military considerations.
Because of this, warning time or, more correctly stated, available response time is far more likely to be
well used by key decision makers if they have a menu of discriminate preplanned response options from
which to choose, gauged to a range of crises.
2. PLANNING FLEXIBILITY GUIDANCE.
a. Therefore, this IJSCP introduces the concept of adaptive planning. Its premise is that a crisis can
arise under a variety of circumstances that will, in turn, elicit a variety of likely or possible responses.
Accordingly, the IJSCP assigns planners the task of developing several response options keyed to a
specific set of conditions at the onset of a crisis. Although CINCs are directed in Section V to apply these
concepts to specific tasks and develop options considering specific threats, the intent is to produce plans
varied and flexible enough so they can be applied and with some modification adapted to unforeseen
regional threats or unexpected contingencies as well.
b. Flexible Deterrent Options. Adaptive planning underscores the importance of early response to an
emerging crisis. It facilitates early decision making by laying out a wide range of interrelated response
paths that begins with multiple deterrent-oriented options carefully tailored to avoid the classic response
dilemma of too much too soon or too little too late. These deterrent-oriented early response options are
called Flexible Deterrent Options (FDOs).
(1) FDOs using military forces and resources should be combined with diplomatic, political, and
economic actions by non-DOD agencies to demonstrate to a potential adversary a clear signal of U.S.
resolve. Therefore, during the planning process, CINCs will plan requests for appropriate diplomatic,
political, and economic options as well as military options. The intent is to give the NCA a wide range of
options, encompassing all the elements of national power (diplomatic, political, economic, and military).
Examples of diplomatic, political, economic, and military options are shown on Pages III-18 to III-20.
(2) All regional operation plans will have FDOs. It is expected that FDOs will have a regional
flavor, uniqueness, or variation. It is also expected that certain FDOs will be linked to actions not under the
direct purview of the supported CINC, such as lift staging and readiness upgrades in CONUS. For the
most part, as initial military responses, plans for flexible deterrent options should use active, in-place forces
and theater lift assets (Case 1 forces). Some portions of the augmentation forces listed in the Case 2 force
list (early deployers for Deploy-to-Fight Option) may be used. It is envisioned that a single FDO should be
approximately brigade, squadron, or battle group size. Combat support and combat service support should
be furnished primarily by active-duty support forces.
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(3) In planning FDOs, CINCs should avoid placing forces in a position where they may be
sacrificed if a potential adversary is not deterred. In addition, FDOs should facilitate escalating to the
deploy-decisive force response should it appear that signaling of resolve has not been effective. Finally,
FDOs should also be capable of rapid de-escalation should the crisis appear defused.
(4) To facilitate the review of these FDOs, CINCs will include them as part of their CINC’s
Strategic Concept for each operation plan during concept review per the appropriate CJCSM 3122.03 (old
JOPES Volume II) format. The description of these options will include anticipated mobilization and
transportation enhancements, if required.
c. Deploy-Decisive Force. If decision makers elect not to make a response or an adversary may not
be deterred by FDOs, planners must prudently plan for later actions (less timely from a deterrent
perspective) resulting from the receipt of unambiguous warning. These actions must include the rapid
deployment to the crisis region initially of a sufficient and supportable warfighting force to defend U.S.
interests, followed by decisive force to end the conflict quickly.
d. Counterattack. There is also the distinct possibility that a crisis would begin with an attack against
U.S. forces or vital interests without prior warning or deterrent moves. U.S. force deployments would,
therefore, not occur until after conflict had been initiated. The CINC may consider using an existing plan
as a common reference for a point of departure, saving valuable time and permitting execution to begin
almost immediately. Thus, such a concept for the deployment and employment of assigned and
apportioned forces will be included in the MTW plans directed in Section V.
e. Specific Guidance for Adaptive Planning and TPFDDs. In general, adaptive planning OPLANs
required in Section V will have a Deploy-Decisive Force TPFDD that includes the Presidential Selected
Reserve callup and partial mobilization. For TPFDD development, the ordering of cases within the force
tables (Cases 1 to 4) does not preclude the CINC from sequencing forces as required to meet his concept
of operations with decisive force. The intent of sequencing force apportionment in these cases is to furnish
a regional focus to forces, minimize multiapportionment of early deployers, and offer the flexibility of
having plans to respond to other contingencies.
2. DELIBERATE PLANNING for TWO NEAR SIMULTANEOUS MAJOR THEATER
WARS (MTWs) THAT DEVELOP SEQUENTIALLY.
Major regional threats to U.S. interests could occur in a number of different places. Because potential
foes could consider U.S. involvement in one crisis as affecting our ability to protect interests elsewhere,
plans should support the possibility of two concurrent major theater wars. Planning for two concurrent
MTWs does not mean that our military strategy is designed to fight multiple wars. It simply enables us to
deter an adversary or defend vital national interests in a theater while our attention is focused elsewhere.
The NCA will establish priorities and decide on deployment or redeployment of forces based on global
strategic requirements at the time of execution. Under these circumstances a CINC will prepare a
CONCEPT SUMMARY dealing with the consequences, requirements, constraints, and shortfalls of
executing the second of two concurrent MTWs.
4. DELIBERATE PLANNING for SMALLER SCALE CONTINGENCIES (SSC).
SSC plans are for operations against a less compelling threat than those involved in an MTW. Thus, an
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SSC is limited in scale and duration and involves primarily active forces mainly for crises and conflicts like
URGENT FURY and JUST CAUSE. Nevertheless, where appropriate, plans for SSCs will adopt the
adaptive planning structures described in this section. CINCs planning for SSCs can plan to use some
reserve forces where and when they consider it appropriate and necessary to move a force. CINCs must
clearly identify the circumstances where this use will be required in their SSC plans. Section V further
explains assumptions for both MTWs and SSCs.
5. PLANNING for NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, and CHEMICAL WARFARE.
All plans developed at CGSC will be based on the assumption that opponents neither possess NBC
weapons nor will obtain them for the duration of the planning period. While it may be argued that this is an
unrealistic assumption, time constraints preclude adding this complex issue to an already difficult planning
task.
6. PLANS for MILITARY OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (MOOTW).
For this planning period, specific areas of interest are Operational Training and Deployments, Security
Assistance, Protection of U.S. Citizens Abroad (Noncombatant Evacuation Operations and Combating
Terrorism), Combating Drugs, and Humanitarian Assistance. CJCSI Supplemental Instruction 13, “Military
Operations Other Than War,” contains general guidance and considerations for planning in these areas.
7. ACCESS and HOST-NATION SUPPORT.
Any U.S. operation may require access by U.S. forces to lines of communication and facilities not in
U.S. territory, air space, or territorial waters. Plan for allied contributions to logistics, lift, administration,
rear area security, medical, and C3I support, and allied combat forces, whenever feasible. Specific
assumptions for regional and global tasks are found in Sections V and VI, respectively.
8. LOGISTICS.
a. General. Guidance and planning factors for support, materiel sustainment, and strategic mobility
are found in Sections IV, V, and VI and CJCSI Instructions, 2, 10 and 12.
b. Threat Distribution. As a result of lessons learned from Operations DESERT SHIELD and
DESERT STORM, plans will include, as much as practicable, guidance distributing the threat among
Service components and identifying the expected duration of each phase of the operation. Deliberate
threat distribution in joint operations is to ensure those resources support the CINC’s Strategic Concept as
it applies to the joint force as a whole. Independent resourcing by Service component commands that does
not take into account the operational contributions of all Service component commands, collectively, or the
expected duration of specific phases of the operation may place unacceptable strains on critical strategic
lift assets and can impede the closure of forces.
9. THEATER ENGAGEMENT PLANS (TEP).
Theater engagement plans will be developed by all regional CINCs. Current national military strategy
and national strategic goals will be incorporated into these plans. They will be tailored to fit each theater of
operations and areas of responsibility.
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DIPLOMATIC FDOs
ALERT & INTRODUCE SPECIAL TEAMS
- PUBLIC DIPLOMACY
- MTT
- COMMUNICATIONS

PREPARE TO WITHDRAW U.S. EMBASSY
PERSONNEL
REDUCE NATIONAL EMBASSY PERSONNEL

REDUCE INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMATIC TIES

TAKE ACTIONS TO WIN SUPPORT OF ALLIES

ENCOURAGE OTHER NATIONS TO PRESSURE
RESOLVE THE CRISIS

INCREASE CULTURAL GROUP PRESSURE TO

INITIATE NON-COMBATANT EVACUATION

PURSUE MEASURES TO INCREASE REGIONAL
SUPPORT

PROMOTE DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS
CLEARLY IDENTIFY THE STEPS TO PEACEFUL
RESOLUTION

IDENTIFY THE NATIONAL LEADER WHO
MAY BE ABLE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM
COORDINATE EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN
INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT

RESTRICT ACTIVITIES OF DIPLOMATS
ALTER EXISTING MEETINGS, PROGRAMS OR
SCHEDULES
HEIGHTEN INFORMATIONAL EFFORTS
DIRECTED AT
- THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
- THE PEOPLE WITHIN THE NATION
- THE ALLIES OF THE OPPONENT
- THE COALITION FORMED TO OVERCOME
THE CRISIS

USE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
DEVELOP OR WORK WITHIN AN EXISTING
COALITION (AVOID UNILATERAL ACTIONS
WHEN POSSIBLE)
SHOW INTERNATIONAL RESOLVE

INFORMATIONAL
HEIGHTEN PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE
PROBLEM AND POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT
GAIN POPULAR SUPPORT
TAKE MEASURES TO INCREASE PUBLIC
SUPPORT
GAIN CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT
MAINTAIN AN OPEN DIALOGUE WITH THE
PRESS

HEIGHTEN INFORMATIONAL EFFORTS
COORDINATED EFFORTS TO INFORM:
- QUICKLY
- HONESTLY
- WITHIN SECURITY RESTRAINTS
IMPOSED BY THE CRISIS
TAKE STEPS TO GAIN AND MAINTAIN
CONFIDENCE OF THE PUBLIC
KEEP SELECTED ISSUES AS LEAD STORIES

PROMOTE U.S. POLICY OBJECTIVES THROUGH
PUBLIC POLICY STATEMENTS
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ECONOMIC FDOs
FREEZE MONETARY ASSETS IN THE U.S.

ENCOURAGE CORPORATIONS TO RESTRICT
TRANSACTIONS

SEIZE REAL PROPERTY IN THE U.S.
REDUCE SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
FREEZE INTERNATIONAL ASSETS WHERE
POSSIBLE
EMBARGO GOODS AND SERVICES
ENACT TRADE SANCTIONS
REDUCE U.S.-FUNDED PROGRAMS

HEIGHTEN INFORMATIONAL EFFORTS
DIRECTED AT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
QUESTIONING THE SOUNDNESS OF
CONTINUING ACTIONS WITH THE
OPPONENTS BUSINESSES
REDUCING OR ELIMINATING
CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS
MILITARY FDOs

EMPLOY READILY IN-PLACE ASSETS

MOVE MPS TO REGION

UPGRADE ALERT STATUS

DEPLOY SURFACE ACTION GROUP TO REGION

INCREASE STRATEGIC

RECON DEPLOY CVBG TO REGION

DEPLOY AWACS TO REGION

START CONTINGENCY FORCE DEPLOY
ACTIONS

INCREASE COLLECTION EFFORTS

BEGIN MOVING FORCES TO APOEs/SPOEs

INITIATE OR INCREASE SHOW OF FORCE
ACTIONS

MOVE MARINE EXPEDITIONARY
BRIGADE TO REGION

EMPLOY ELECTRONIC MEASURES

DEPLOY THE FORWARD DEPLOYED ARG/MEU TO
THE REGION

AIRCRAFT FLY-OVERS

ACTIVATE PROCEDURES TO BEGIN RESERVE
CALLUP

INCREASE EXERCISE ACTIVITIES,
SCHEDULES AND SCOPE

PRE-STAGE OR DEPLOY CONTINGENCY
READY BRIGADES

INCREASE MILITARY EXCHANGES AND
STAFF VISITS TO THE AREA
INCREASE NAVAL PORT CALLS OR AIR
SQUADRON VISITS TO THE AREA

INCREASE THE USE OF SOF FACILITIES
-SPECIALLY DESIGNED TEAMS
PRESTAGE AIRLIFT

INCREASE MOBILE TRAINING TEAMS
PRESTAGE AIRLIFT SUPPORT ASSETS
IMPOSE RESTRICTIONS ON MILITARY
PERSONNEL RETIREMENTS, LEAVES,

PRESTAGE SEALIFT AND AIRLIFT RECEPTION
ASSETS TO APOEs/SPOEs
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INSTITUTE PROVISIONS OF EXISTING HOST
NATION AGREEMENTS
OPEN PREPO STOCKAGE FACILITIES
USE NAVAL OR AIR CAPABILITY TO
ENFORCE SANCTIONS

EMPLACE LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE
WHERE POSSIBLE
OPEN AND SECURE SLOCs/ALOCs
INCREASE PSYOPS/MISSION AWARENESS
DEPLOY TACTICAL FIGHTER SQUADRONS
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SECTION IV
FORCES
1. SECTION DESCRIPTION. Section IV of the IJSCP deals with forces and general strategic
considerations and guidance. The information is generally limited to an appraisal of the USCENTCOM
area of responsibility, its strategic importance, and possible impact on the roles of U.S. military forces.
a.

Strategic forces and general purpose forces comprise American military strength.

(1) Strategic forces are the primary deterrent to nuclear attacks against the United States or its
allies. They compel an aggressor who is contemplating less than an all-out attack to recognize the
unacceptable risk of escala tion, and they reduce the likelihood of intimidation. Our strategic forces are
based on a doctrine of strategic sufficiency, that is, sufficient force to inflict a level of damage that will
deter a potential aggressor from attacking. “Strategic sufficiency” also means possession of available
forces that are adequate in quantity and that have the qualitative characteristics to maintain a stable
strategic balance despite technological and numerical changes.
(2) General purpose forces, on the other hand, are essential because they must cover the range of
conflicts that strategic forces alone can deter. If general purpose forces are weak, aggression by
conventional means and attempts by political coercion might seem inviting. To minimize those possibilities,
U.S. general purpose forces are manned and equipped so they can meet a major threat to American and
allied interests in Europe or Asia and simultaneously cope with a minor contingency elsewhere. The
presence of potentially hostile countries in Asia and Europe requires counterpoising allied forces that are
capable of maintaining a successful defense in either theater until reinforced.
2. SECTION OUTLINE.
a. PART 1. GENERAL APPORTIONMENT INFORMATION. Quantitatively, fewer forces
are available during FYXX than the objective force levels recommended, but those forces are considered
adequate to support U.S. strategy within the limits of prudent military risk.
(1) Major Combat Forces available to unified commanders for planning are shown.
(2) Where possible, missions and tasks will be accomplished with assigned forces. If required,
augmentation and supporting forces will be kept to a minimum consistent with sound military strategy and
operational considerations.
(3) Planned active force disposition is shown in Tables IV-4 through IV-6. Required combat
support and combat service support forces will be requested by component commanders through Service
channels.
(4) Forces specified for use in operation plans will not exceed those authorized in the force tables
in a given situation.
NOTE: Forces are not assigned to a unified commander by the IJSCP. Assignment of
Forces to the various CINCs is promulgated semi-annually by a separate JCS secretarial
memorandum (SM).
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(5) Supported commanders who determine during planning that forces made available or assigned
are inadequate shall advise the JCS as expeditiously as possible regarding:
(a) Force and materiel shortfalls.
(b) Estimate of risk as a result of shortfalls.
(c) Estimate of threat level.
(d) Recommended changes in tasks, if appropriate.
(6) JCS approval of an operation plan constitutes a de facto approval of forces planned. Actual
force levels may be altered, however, at the time a plan is executed.
(7) The JCS will direct the assignment of actual augmentation or support forces at the time a plan
is executed.
(8) Commanders of unified and specified commands may be required to alter courses of action in
the event force levels are reduced for execution.
b.

PART 2. REGIONAL PLANNING FACTORS.
(1) Command and Control.

(a) Command and control passes from the NCA to the CINCs of the unified and specified
commands, through the Chairman of the JCS, who passes NCA instructions directly to the operating
forces. The critical component of the Global Command and Control System (GCCS) is the National
Military Command Center (NMCC), through which the NCA receives information and passes instructions.
(b) During both the planning and conduct of operations, commanders will exercise
command IAW guidance in the UCP and JCS Pub 2.
1. USCINCEUR

Omitted

2. USCINCCENT
a. Without mobilization, forces available to USCENTCOM should be able to
simultaneously:
(1) Maintain essential forward presence at current levels.
(2) Conduct small-scale, short-duration operations in support of minor
contingencies within the unified command area of responsibility and as directed by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
b. With mobilization, forces available to USCENTCOM should be able to
undertake only one of the following:
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(1) Reinforce in the NATO area and, in concert with allies, conduct the
initial defense of the NATO area.
(2) Be prepared to curtail operations and provide assistance to unified
and/or specified commands if so directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
(3) Reinforce essential forward presence.
(4) Conduct operations in support of U.S. interests in a major theater war
(MTW).

c.

3. USCINCACOM

Omitted

4. USCINCPAC

Omitted

5. USCINCSO

Omitted

6. USCINCSOC

Omitted

7. USCINCSPACE

Omitted

8. USCINCSTRAT

Omitted

9. USCINCTRANS

Omitted

PART 3. FORCE APPORTIONMENT SUMMARY.

(1) The forces in this IJSCP are apportioned and are effective for planning purposes upon receipt
and for operations during FYXX. Forces available to unified commanders for planning purposes are listed
in the tables that follow. The forces listed are in addition to those assigned to the unified commands.
Actual assignment or reassignment of forces is authorized only by the JCS or higher authority.
(2) The forces listed in the tables that follow are major combat forces only.
(3) Support of major combat forces is the responsibility of the Service and military departments as
outlined in UNAAF and DOD instructions. Unified commanders, through their component commanders,
are responsible for determining the availability of combat support and combat service support units not
listed in the tables. Service capability plans may be used for identification of such forces. Under no
circumstances will a unified commander plan for the use of forces which exceed the level of
major combat forces authorized. (Exception: Unless directed by the NCA as discussed under
deliberate planning for two near simultaneous MTW’s on page 7-III-16).
(4) Major combat forces identified in Part 3 of Section IV provide for two levels of involvement:
(a) Forces available for contingencies which require partial mobilization.
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(b) Forces available for support of allies and minor contingencies which require no
mobilization.
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NOTE: Although only two force availability tables are provided for use in this IJSCP, it is
important to understand the full spectrum of planning for which the unified commanders
are responsible. The IJSCP, as promulgated by JCS, identifies five force levels available
for planning, which range from full mobilization down to minor contingencies for which no
mobilization is required. It is this source that the unified commanders use to determine
what additional type combat forces are available to them for planning purposes.
NOTE: Forces are not assigned to a unified commander by the IJSCP. Assignment of
Forces to the various CINCs is promulgated semiannually by a separate JCS secretarial
memorandum (SM).
(5) Service Planning Considerations.
(a) Manpower mobilization options provide great flexibility to the NCA for responding to
crisis. Response levels are tied to the legal authorities available before a Presidential declaration of
national emergency or a congressional declaration of a national emergency or war (Joint Pub 4-05, chap
4). The statutory authority, basic policies, and procedures for mobilizing elements of the reserve component are set forth in Title 10, United States Code; DOD Directive 1235.10; and other related DOD
memorandums and instructions.
(b) Whenever the President and Congress determine that more units and organizations are
needed for national security than are in the regular components of ground and air forces, units of the Army
National Guard, together with units of other reserve components necessary for a balanced force, will be
ordered to active duty and retained as indicated in the levels of mobilization as follows:
1. Presidential Selective Reserve Callup (PSRC): The expansion of the active
armed forces with reserve component units and/or individual reservists, by the authority of Congress or the
President, to satisfy an emergency requirement for a force which can meet that requirement. PSRC
authority makes up to 200,000 selected Reservists available for up to 270 days. President publishes
Executive Order and informs the Congress within 24 hours on anticipated use.
2. Partial mobilization: The expansion of the active armed forces, short of full
mobilization, resulting from action by Congress or the President, to mobilize reserve component units
and/or individual reservists to meet all or part of the requirements of a particular contingency and/or
operational war plans or to meet the requirements incident to hostilities. Units mobilized to meet such
requirements will be ordered to active duty at authorized strength. Partial mobilization differs from
selective mobilization in that it would normally be associated with requirements for contingency plans
involving external threats to the national security. Presidential or Congressional proclamation of a national
emergency makes up to one million Reservists available for up to 24 months.
3. Full mobilization: Passage of legislation or a joint resolution of the Congress
declaring war or national emergency brings remaining Reserve component personnel on to active duty.
The Retired, Standby Reserves, and Ready Reserves become available that were not previously called.
4. Total mobilization: Passage of legislation authorizing additional force structure
and manpower. Total mobilization adds new units and personnel to the active inventory.
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(c) Selection of Units for Mobilization. Actual selections will depend upon the reason for
the mobilization and the domestic and international situations that exist at M-Day; whether or not units will
be mobilized according to their authorized strengths; whether or not military service obligations and
enlistment’s will be extended; and if individuals from the ready reserve are to be mobilized. During
planning for and/or execution of a partial mobilization, consideration should be given to the following
factors when selecting units to be mobilized:
1. Units with highest training, logistical and personnel readiness should be selected
first.
2. Units within the types and organizational structuring desired should be selected
from as wide a geographical area as is feasible.
3. Selection of units previously mobilized should be avoided, if possible.
4. Select only those units necessary to meet the stated objectives.
5. In order to achieve maximum utilization of resources within the period for
which they are to be mobilized, plan for their deployment as soon as practicable following mobilization.
(6) Active and Reserve Force Mobilization Capability.
(a) U.S. Army total mobilization capability is outlined in table IV-1.
(b) U.S. Naval total mobilization capability is outlined in table IV-2.
(c) U.S. Air Force total mobilization capability is outlined in table IV-3.
(d) Tables IV-1 through IV-3 indicate the major combat elements of the U.S. Army, U.S.
Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, and U.S. Air Force quantified by active and reserve status as well as the total.
Forces listed in the tables are not necessarily authorized for planning by all unified
commanders. Authorization for planning is found in Section V of the IJSCP.
NOTE: For purposes of CGSC instruction, reserve force quantities are limited to those
that may be considered under partial mobilization in support of USCENTCOM planning.
(7) Planned U.S. Active Force Disposition in Peacetime.
(a) Army disposition of active forces outlined in table IV-4.
(b) Naval disposition of active forces outlined in table IV-5.
(c) Air Force disposition of active forces outlined in table IV-6.
(d) Tables IV-4 through IV-6 indicate the planned disposition of major combat active duty
forces to the indicated unified or specified commander. The tables do not constitute assignments that are
accomplished semiannually by separate JCS special memorandum. As with tables IV-1 through IV-3,
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the forces listed are not necessarily authorized for planning by all unified commanders. Planning
authorization is found in Section V of the IJSCP.
(8) Forces available for contingencies (Mobilization not Authorized).
(a) The major combat forces listed in tables IV-7 through IV-9 are available to the unified
commander for CENTCOM for planning and are in addition to those forces regularly assigned. The forces
listed herein are available to unified commanders for developing contingency plans in specific countries
and other areas designed by higher authority where support of U.S. national interests might likely evolve
into hostilities.
(b) Use of Forces for Regional Contingency Planning.
1. Forces listed in the table may be deployed to the operational control of or in support of
another command.
2. In developing plans pursuant to this section, supported commanders should place
primary emphasis on the use of FORSCOM forces where augmentation or supporting forces are essential
to a plan.
3. During execution or implementation planning, if forces listed in the table are planned for
use by more that one supported commander, priorities will be established by the NCA and JCS. (For
example, the CJCS Planning Order excludes the 53d MECH and 25th ARMD Div on page 6-1.)
4. Strategic mobility assets for the movement of the forces listed herein will be planned
for in accordance with CJCSI 10 to IJSCP.
5. Planned deployments/employment of the type forces listed herein should be based on
the TOE strengths.
6. Forces will be available for deployment at their home base in accordance with the times
listed in the table. Times indicated are based on the alert date. Loading, deployment, and forward staging
times are additional planning considerations.
7. Forces envisioned for deployment in support of a contingency plan must be kept within
the support commander’s capability to receive, redeploy or employ, and support.
(c) Description of Tables.
1. Tables IV-7 through IV-9 provide types and quantities of force elements available for
planning by unified commanders. Tables are provided for Army, Naval, and Air Force combat elements.
2. The first four columns indicate the number of force elements which may be planned for
by the particular unified command. The next column provides the force element description. The next
column shows the amount of time (in days or weeks) required after notification before the force element
could depart home station. The last two columns show geographical location of the unit and the owning
command.
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TABLE IV-1
U.S. ARMY FORCES MOBILIZATION CAPABILITY
MAJOR ELEMENT
Army HQ
Corps HQ
Division
Brigade (Separate)
Regiment
SF Group
ADA Command
FA Brigade

ACTIVE
4
4
10
1
2
5
3
6

RESERVE
--8
15
3
2
-7

TOTAL
4
4
18
16
5
7
3
13

TABLE IV-2
U.S. NAVAL FORCES MOBILIZATION CAPABILITY
MAJOR ELEMENT
Fleets
CV/CVN (Note 1)
CV Wing (Note 2)
CG (Note 3)
DD/DDG (Note 4)
FFG (Note 5)
Mine Warfare (Note 6)
Amphib Warfare (Note 7)
SS/SSN (Note 8)
SSBN (Note 8)
Mine CM Sqdn (Note 9)
MEF (Note 10)

ACTIVE
4
11
11
33
38
34
11
29
66
18
2
3

RESERVE
-1
2
--16
5
2
---*

TOTAL
4
12
13
33
38
50
16
31
66
18
2
3

NOTES: The following information is provided to give students a feel for how many people, ships and
aircraft are available.
1. 5,000 people per ship
2. 50 Fighter/Attack A/C per Wing
3. 400 person crew
4. 300 person crew
5. 230 person crew

6. 95 person crew
7. 6,000 people/6 ships per group
8. 150 people per boat
9. 4-8 helos per Sqdn
10. 49,700 USMC; 2,600 USN; and 40 + ships

* Marine Reserve forces will augment Active MEFs.
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TABLE IV-3
U.S. AIR FORCES MOBILIZATION CAPABILITY (PAI)
MAJOR ELEMENTS
Numbered Air Force
Bomber Sqdn
Tanker Sqdn
Fighter Sqdn
Air Defense Sqdn
Transport/Tanker Sqdn (
C-5 (110)
C-17 (46)
C-141 (141)
C-130 (479)
C-9A (23)
KC-135 E/R (497)
KC-10 (54)
Special Opns Sqdn
AWACS (28)
Rivet Joint Sqdn (16 A/C)
U-2 Sqdn (29 A/C)
EW Sqdn (USN/USAF)
Airspt Sqdn

ACTIVE
11
8
15
27
-37
4
2
7
9
2
15
4
4
25
1
1
4
12

RESERVE/GUARD
4
3
29
24
12
69
3
1
7
30
1
27
2
7
5
-----

TOTAL
15
11
44
51
12
106
7
3
14
39
3
42
6
11
30
1
1
4
12

TABLE IV-4
PLANNED PEACETIME DISPOSITION OF U.S. ARMY ASSIGNED FORCES
MAJOR
ELEMENT
Army HQ
Corps HQ
Divisions
Brigades
Regiment
SF Group
ADA Cmd
FA Bde

EUCOM

ACOM

CENTCOM

PACOM

SOUTHCOM

SOCOM

TOTAL

1
1
1
--1
1
1

1
3
8
-2
-1
4

1
----1
---

1
-1
1
-1
1
1

---------

-----2
---

4
4
10
1
2
5
3
6
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TABLE IV-5
PLANNED PEACETIME DISPOSITION OF U.S. NAVAL ASSIGNED FORCES
MAJOR ELEMENT
Aircraft Carrier
Cruiser
Destroyer
Frigate
Submarine, Attack
Submarine, Ballistic
Amphibious Ship
Mine CM Sqdn
Mobile Logistics
MEF
Mine Warfare

PACOM
5
12
23
16
32
9
13
1
15
2(-)
2

ACOM
6
13
26
18
32
9
13
1
15
1
22

CENTCOM
1
2
4
4
4
-3
-2
1 MEU
2

TOTAL
12
27
53
38
66
18
29*
2
34
3
26

* Includes LCCs, TAH, and TAVBs.
TABLE IV-6
PLANNED PEACETIME DISPOSITION OF U.S. AIR FORCE ASSIGNED FORCES
MAJOR
ELEMENT
# Air Force
Bomber Sqdn
Tanker Sqdn
(KC-135/KC-10)
Fighter Sqdn
Airlift Sqdn
C-5 (A/C)
C-17 (A/C)
C-141 (A/C)
C-130 (A/C)
C-9A (A/C)
Spec Ops Sqdn
U-2
AWACS (A/C)
Rivet Joint
EW Sqdn
Airspt Sqdn

EUCOM

PACOM

CENTCOM

SOUTHCO
M

TRANSCO
M

SOCOM

ACC

TOTA
L

2
-

4
-

-

-

4
44

-

5
11
-

15
11
44

12
(20)
(2)
3
(4)
3

15
(10)
(2)
3
(4)
3

(12)
(1)
(4)
4

(6)
(1)
1

30
(104)
(25)
(150)
(308)
(12)
1

8
-

29
(24)
(29)
(18)
(16)
4
-

56
30
(104)
(25)
(150)
(380)
(18)
14
(29)
(30)
(16)
4
12

(A/C) = aircraft #’s
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TABLE IV-7
U.S. ARMY FORCES AVAILABLE FOR PLANNING
(MOBILIZATION NOT AUTHORIZED)
EUCOM
2

PACOM
1
1
2

CENTCOM
2
2
2

1
1
2
-

1
1
1
-

1
2
2
1

1
2
-

1
1
-

2b
6
1

ELEMENT
Corps HQ
AR Div
INF Div
INF Div
(MECH)
ABN Div
AASLT Div
AV Bde (Cbt)
ACR
MECH Bde
(SEP)
SF Group
FA Bde
RGR Regt

TIME (weeks)
1
1

LOCATION
CONUS
CONUS

SOURCE
FORSCOM
FORSCOM

2

CONUS

FORSCOM

1
a
2
2
2

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

FORSCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM

1
2
1

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

SOCOM
FORSCOM
FORSCOM

Footnotes:
a. One brigade in 2 weeks; two additional brigades in 3 weeks.
b. Should include: SF, SEALS, AFSOF, CA, and PSYOPS.
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TABLE IV-8
U.S. NAVAL FORCES AVAILABLE FOR PLANNING
(MOBILIZATION NOT AUTHORIZED)
ACOM
1

EUCOM
1

PACOM
-

CENTCOM
3

-

-

1

2

-

1

-

-

1

1

-

1a

-

-

1

1a

1
-

-

1
1

2b
1c

ELEMENT
Carrier
Battle Grp
Carrier
Battle Grp
Carrier
Battle Grp
ARG
w/MEU*
ARG
w/MEU**
MEF (-)
ARG/MEU*
**

DATE
Immediate a

LOCATION
Norfolk

SOURCE
ACOM

Immediate

San Diego

PACOM

Immediate

Naples, IT

EUCOM

Immediate

Norfolk

ACOM

Immediate

San Diego

PACOM

Immediate
Immediate

San Diego
Okinawa

PACOM
PACOM

Footnotes:
a. Source dependent on contingency operation, total of up to 5 to CENTCOM.
b. U.S. CENTCOM contingency MEF is same force as indicated for ACOM. Actual
employment will be contingent on crisis priority.
c. PACOM MEU can swing for CENTCOM contingencies when approved by NCA/JCS.
* From II MEF.
** From I MEF.
*** From III MEF.
Initial employment of the MEF’s may be through use of MPS.
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TABLE IV-9
U.S. AIR FORCES AVAILABLE FOR PLANNING
(MOBILIZATION NOT AUTHORIZED)
CENTCOM
16
2
6
5
2
1
4
2
2
8
3
3
2
(24)
(8)
(8)
(8)
4
2
2
8
1
1
1
3
1
1
(13)
(8)
(5)
7
4
2
1
1

ELEMENT
Fighter Sqdn
F-117A
F-16
F-15C
F-15E
A-10
ECS Sqdn
EA6B (USN/USAF)
EC-130
Bomber Sqdn*
B-1
B-52
B-2
RS A/C
RC-135 (A/C)
E-8 (A/C)
U-2 (A/C)
Tanker Sqdn***
KC-10
KC-135
Spec Ops Sqdn
AC-130
EC-130 (CS)
HC-130
MC-130
MH-53
MH-60
AEW Sqdn (A/C)
E-3A (A/C)
ABCCC (A/C)
Airlift Sqdn
C-130E
AMOS
TACP
JCSE**

DATE
Immediate

LOCATION
CONUS

SOURCE
ACC

ACC

ACC

ACC

Immediate

CONUS

TRANSCOM

Immediate

CONUS

AFSOC

Immediate

CONUS

ACC

Immediate

CONUS

ACC

Immediate

CONUS

Joint Staff

Footnotes:
* ECS/Bomber/RS resources provided by ACC as directed by JCS.
** JCSE is listed here solely for space conservation.
*** Tanker/Airlift resources provided by AMC (21AF) as directed by JCS.
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SECTION V
REGIONAL PLANS
1. AUTHORITY.
a. Execution authority for all plans rests with the NCA. Commanders exercise authority, command,
and discharge responsibilities as directed by the Unified Command Plan (UCP) and Unified Action Armed
Forces (UNAAF).
b. Operation planning will be conducted in accordance with Joint Pub 5.03-1, Joint Operation
Planning and Execution System (JOPES).
c. Contingency plans will provide for:
(1) Deterrent options consisting of different sizes and types of forces designed to show U.S.
resolve in defense of U.S., allied, and friendly nation interests.
(2) Deployment of major U.S. combat forces to achieve U.S. objectives.
(3) Implementation of post-combat operations to assist governments in the reestablishment of
essential civil services.
2. REGIONAL PLANS.
a. General. The focus for current planning is regional, and conflict may arise under a variety of
circumstances from slow-building to imminent conflict situations.
b. Planning Assumptions. Assumptions governing regional conflicts, applicable to all CINCs, are in
Table V-1 and will be incorporated into operation plans as appropriate. Items not under U.S. control must
be covered by plan assumptions concerning them.
TABLE V-1
IJSCP REGIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
R-1 No Attacks
on U.S. assets in
space

R-2 CINCs will
plan to use the
mobilization &
transportation
necessary to
move and sustain
the force.

R-3 LOCs
outside the
theater will
remain open.

R-4 The
threatened
nation will
furnish bases for
reinforcement
and support.

R-5. PWRMS will
be per FY 20__
programs.

R-6
Mobilization
will not occur
except as noted.
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R-6 Nuclear and
lethal chemical
weapons will not be
made available to the
enemy. (classification
necessitates this
assumption)

c. Common Tasks and Planning Considerations. A number of tasks and planning considerations are
common to all commands. Table V-2 lists selected common regional tasks. Commands may develop plans
for the situations the commander considers necessary. Planning considerations are included to assist the
development of OPLANs, CONPLANs, and Concept Summaries.
TABLE V-2
COMMON REGIONAL TASKS
(1) Rules of Engagement

(2) Movement of Forces

(3) Command Relationships

(4) Nuclear Weapons Control

(5) Intelligence Coordination

(6) Special Operations

(7) Civil Affairs

(8) Host-nation Support

(9) Deescalation/Conflict Termination

(10) Support for Host-nation
Restoration

(11) Continuity of Operations

(12) Conduct Exercises

(13) Reconnaissance Operations

(14) Maritime Operations

(15) Air Traffic Control

(16) NASA Support

(17) Humanitarian Assistance

(18) Enemy Prisoners of War (EPWs)

(19) Military Deception

(20) Search and Rescue

(21) Psychological Operations

(1) Rules of Engagement (ROE). Establish and maintain ROE in conformity with peacetime ROE
for U.S. Forces. Submit proposed ROE for those situations not covered by existing rules to the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for review and approval or staffing and forwarding to the NCA for approval.
(2) Movement of Forces. When appropriate, include considerations for the movement of forces as
specified in Forces (Section IV). Plan operations security (OPSEC) and deception as required.
(3) Command Relationships. Supporting CINCs coordinate planning with supported CINCs,
participate in the planning process, and prepare supporting plans as required. Commanders establish
relationships with international commands, organizations and activities, and participate in combined
planning as required. Include necessary actions to receive and deploy units and support contingency
deployments.
(4) Nuclear Weapons Control. Not applicable.
(5) Intelligence Coordination. The Joint Intelligence Centers will coordinate with Service, DOD
and national agencies.
(6) Special Operations. Coordinate with USCINCSOC on special operations matters.
(7) Civil Affairs (CA). Conduct CA activities in support of U.S. National Military Strategy to
successfully fulfill the U.S. legal and treaty obligations, coordinate host-nation and nation-building activities,
and, if necessary, perform additional civil-military operations.
(8) Host-Nation Support. Include provisions for using HNS to meet in-country and intratheater
requirements. Areas for consideration of HNS programs are reception and onward movement of forces
and selected logistic and security functions.
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(9) Deescalation and Post-Conflict Planning. Include considerations for deescalation, crisis
termination, and post-conflict requirements throughout the planning cycle as required.
(10) Support for Host-Nation Restoration. At the conclusion of hostilities, planning for and the
implementation of operations directed at normalization of host-nation operations will take place.
Interagency coordination and responsibilities will dominate as priorities and requirements are identified and
programs implemented with the consensus of the host-nation leadership.
(11) Continuity of Operations. The integration of military and civil operations is complicated but
paramount to the accomplishment of U.S. objectives or maintenance of U.S. interests in any contingency.
(12) Exercises. Plan and conduct exercises across the operational continuum. Project positive
perceptions of U.S. and allied capabilities to respond credibly to any crisis. Exercises should consider
interoperability; incorporate indications; warning and alerting procedures; joint and combined command,
control, and communications (C3) involving the National Military Command System (NMCS); and tests of
selected military and supporting civil functions. Commands will submit after-action reports on exercises.
(13) Reconnaissance Operations. Plan for maximum efficient use of all available assets.
(14) Maritime Options. The following range of maritime options should be included in plans.
(a) From conducting reconnaissance and surveillance operations to seizing and destroying
the ships and aircraft of hostile nations and conducting aerial minelaying.
(b) Controlling and protecting U.S. and allied shipping and LOCs in critical areas.
(c) Conducting mine countermeasures operations against mine warfare operations by
hostile forces.
(d) Deploying amphibious forces and/or maritime pre-positioned force squadrons or
pre-positioning ships to the region as an indication of the possible use of ground forces or for the purposes
of deception or surveillance.
(15) Air Traffic Control. Include provisions in existing plans for continued support by the FAA for
air traffic control operations in the AORs of the combatant commands during periods of war or national
emergency.
(16) NASA Support. Support NASA, as directed, and be prepared to conduct search and rescue
missions in support of the space transportation system (STS).
(17) Humanitarian Assistance. Hurricanes, typhoons, earthquakes, drought, and manmade events
may require DOD forces to lend support to government disaster relief assistance agencies with minimum
notice and support civil agencies, as directed by the DOD executive agent.
(18) Enemy Prisoners of War. Include provisions for the internment of EPWs.
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(19) Military Deception. Conduct military deception operations to support OPSEC, deterrence,
preparation for hostilities, intervention operations, combat operations, and attainment of other strategic
objectives.
(20) Search and Rescue. Establish a theater search and rescue system for the recovery of
personnel and materiel. Include provisions for coordinating the capabilities of available theater Service and
allied resources.
(21) Psychological Operations. Conduct psychological operations (PSYOP) in coordination with
the chiefs of U.S. diplomatic missions in support of national objectives, policies, interests, and military
missions.
3. REGIONAL PLANNING.
a. General. As discussed in Section III, Planning Guidance, CINCs may be required to prepare
operation plans for either Major Theater Wars (MTWs) or Smaller Scale Contingencies (SSCs) by
preparing OPLANs, CONPLANs, and Concept Summaries.
(1) Plan for the exercise of combatant command (COCOM) of all assigned forces and all
augmentation forces assigned.
(2) Plan, as required, to establish joint task forces under designated commanders to execute
military operations.
(3) Be prepared to accept foreign national military forces under operational control or tactical
control when directed by the NCA IAW treaties or agreements between the governments of the United
States and host or third nations.
(4) Be prepared to operate in conjunction with foreign military forces when directed by the NCA.
(5) Conduct concurrent security assistance and/or foreign internal defense planning as required by
JCS memorandums.
(6) All operation plans will include proposed command structure and command relationships.
(7) IAW the provisions of JCS Pub 3, Joint Logistics and Personnel Policy and Guidance
(JLPPG), unified commanders coordinate with appropriate Department of State representatives in
countries within their geographic boundaries for the protection and evacuation of noncombatants. In
carrying out that duty, unified commanders:
(a) Prepare necessary military supporting plans.
(b) Prepare necessary operation plans.
(c) Cooperate with chiefs of diplomatic missions in planning.
(d) Implement military plans for the protection and evacuation of noncombatants as
required.
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b. Regional Planning — Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW). To help deter regional
conflicts and promote stability, especially in Third World countries, innovative strategies are required to
support representative governments. The intent is to undertake a policy of forward presence including
diplomatic, political, economic, and military actions aimed at preventing conflict, enhancing regional
stability, and building coalition. In general, Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) are
categorized as follows: Operational Training and Deployment; Security Assistance (including
peacekeeping operations); Protecting U.S. Citizens Abroad (including NEO and Combating Terrorism);
Combating Drugs; and Humanitarian Assistance. By engaging in these activities we strengthen
deterrence, build U.S. influence, develop alliance cohesion, and contribute to the prevention of war.
(1) Guiding Principle. The guiding principle for U.S. involvement is deterrence. The responsibility
for resolving interregional conflict lies with the host nation. Unless that nation is willing and able politically
to solve its problems, no amount of U.S. assistance will ensure a lasting solution. The strategic
environment is characterized by a mix of conditions and threats that can be dealt with only by a balanced
application of the elements of national power: political, economic, diplomatic, and military. Strategies and
plans must reflect U.S. national interests and be realistic in expectation. Planning should include national
power options that, when directed by the NCA, permit rapid transition from periods of peace to conflict
and back to peace.
(2) Planning Considerations. Planning for and conducting MOOTW operations should consider the
following:
(a) Primacy of the Political Element. Political objectives affect military planning at every
level. Courses of action may often slip outside traditional military doctrine.
(b) Unity of Effort. Efforts from other government agencies and host-nation institutions
must be integrated and coordinated during OPLAN and CONPLAN development.
(c) Adaptability. The skill and willingness to modify doctrine, tactics, techniques,
procedures, training, equipment, and organization is necessary for successful operations.
(d) Legitimacy. Legitimacy of the host nation is a central concern to all parties involved.
Military contributions and operations should be designed to enhance the host nation’s position and
legitimacy.
(e) Perseverance. Civilian and military leaders may have to reject limited or short-term
objectives and successes in favor of actions supporting long-term goals.
(f) Restricted Use of Force. ROEs will usually be more restrictive, more detailed, and
subject to more political scrutiny than in other types of conflicts. The use of force should be only that
necessary to solve the particular problem at hand.
(3) Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW). Detailed discussion of MOOTW operations
and planning guidance and considerations for security assistance, protecting U.S. citizens abroad (including
NEO and combating terrorism), combating drugs, and humanitarian assistance are found in CJCSI
Instruction 13, “Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW).”
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4. REGIONAL TASKS — SPECIFIC. Specific regional objectives, tasks, and force apportionments
are listed in the following sections.
a. USCINCEUR

Omitted

b. USCINCACOM

Omitted

c. USCINCCENT
(1) Regional U.S. strategy is influenced by:
(a) Local tensions in the Middle East periodically threaten to break into open conflict. The
Arab-Israeli conflict is foremost among them, but progress in either a resolution or at least normalization of
relations appears to be progressing. Potential unrest is endemic in the region. The continued drive by the
Palestinian people for a homeland, a problem that can spill over into the USCENTCOM area, continues. In
the Persian Gulf, the consolidation of new political entities and structures remains unstable. Personal,
religious, ethnic, economic, ideological, and a variety of other rivalries divide the Islamic world. Subversive
movements threaten many of the moderate, stable governments. At the same time, potential and active
insurgencies, aided and supported from the outside, are triggered against a number of less liberal or
responsive governments.
(b) The protracted Iraq-Iran war damaged much of the oil-producing infrastructure in
those two states. While a peace settlement was agreed to prior to the coalition effort against Iraq, the
underlying causes for conflict remain valid and continue to threaten other oil-producing states within the
region. The agreement also enabled Iraq to resume its anti- Israeli focus. Damage to Iraqi petroleum
production and the trade embargo established for the resolution of the Kuwaiti invasion has further irritated
Iraq. Arms merchants continue to take advantage of regional volatility by supplying arms to Iran, Iraq, and
any other party with funds to purchase munitions.
(c) The United States, the newly independent southern tier of the Commonwealth of
Independent States, and other governments have competitive interests in Southwest Asia, the Middle East,
and the contiguous waters. This competition is a further source of tension that adds to local instabilities and
poses the risk of a wider and more dangerous conflict.
(2) Regional U.S. strategic interest is described as:
(a) Unrestricted use of international air and sea lines of communication (LOCS) in the
Mediterranean Sea is essential to U.S. and allied interests. During hostilities, nonsupport of U.S. unilateral
actions by allies and friendly powers would make Mediterranean Sea LOCs even more critical.
(b) The Middle East area sits on the southeastern flank of NATO and is astride the routes
to Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the Far East. It is rich in oil resources, and it dominates access to the
Mediterranean Sea via the Suez Canal. Those realities, combined with intra-Arab differences and a
conflict of interest between with Israel and the numerous Arab states, make the Middle East one of the
most strategically important and explosive areas in the world.
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(c) Unrestricted use of international air and sea lines of communication through the Indian
Ocean is vital to the continued flow of oil and other resources from the Middle East to the United States
and its allies. Failure to maintain these LOCs would evoke grave consequences.
(3) Regional U.S. military objectives are to:
(a) Maintain freedom of access to the Mediterranean Sea, the Middle East, the Indian
Ocean, and Africa.
(b) Protect U.S. economic, politic al, and military interests.
(c) Ensure access to oil supplies.
(d) Prevent any power from achieving a military or political position that would endanger
U.S. interests in the USCENTCOM area of responsibility.
(e) Deter overt intervention by any outside power.
(f) Monitor internal and external actions that threaten the stability of the USCENTCOM
area of responsibility and be prepared to increase the U.S. military presence.
(4) Threats to regional U.S. interests are defined as follows:
(a) Exploitation or expansion of existing differences in Middle East countries by the
building up of military supplies. Those actions have serious implications for the stability and balance of
power in the area. Expanding instability and friction in Africa along with equipment, advisers, and training
present real threats to U.S. and allied interests in the region and a general threat to stability.
(b) Locally precipitated military actions are always possible, with or without foreign
assistance, as a result of traditional animosities or the ambitions of individual leaders.
(5) USCENTCOM responsibilities:
(a) Exercise combatant command and operational control of all assigned forces and
augmented forces assigned through a Service component or an established subordinate joint command
which is directly responsible to him. CINCCENT will exercise directive authority in the area of logistics to
assure economy and efficiency of operations and to eliminate duplication and overlapping operations.
(b) Neither directly command any Service, i.e., act as a component commander, nor
directly command a subordinate force except through a commander he has designated.
(c) Divide the command geographically into subordinate unified commands if that is
necessary due to geographic compartmentalization, political considerations, or to ensure coordination and
efficient performance of certain territorial administrative matters.
(d) Establish, as required, joint task forces under designated joint commanders to execute
military operations. A JTF organization command and control will conduct operations up to 180 days.
Subunified command structure may be considered if the timeframe is extended significantly.
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(e) Assign missions that require operations by a uni-Service force to the commander of
that Service component.

(f) Exercise operational control of any foreign national military forces placed under its
jurisdiction; such control, to the maximum extent possible, is to be exercised through a combined command
arrangement.
(g) Will accept command authority over the forces of any beleaguered foreign national
government that agrees to place its military forces under U.S. military jurisdiction. That nation relinquishes
command and control of those forces until it is in a position to resume direction and support of its own
forces.
(h) Maintain and, in conjunction with Department of State, renegotiate bilateral
agreements for establishing basing rights and support facilities which now exist with Oman, Egypt, and
Kenya.
(i) In countries without status of forces agreements, civil affairs will be a national
responsibility except in combat zones occupied by U.S. forces. Those combat areas will be turned over to
national governments concerned as soon as the tactical situation permits.
(j) Effect coordination with:
1. Other DOD commanders to ensure a positive and clearly defined
understanding regarding geographic and functional assignments of responsibility.
2. Commanders of adjacent areas under DOD jurisdiction in all matters
concerning delineation of respective areas of responsibility.
(k) Each USCENTCOM component commander:
1. Will employ the forces of his component.
2. Provides logistic and administrative support to all U.S. forces assigned to his
component.
3. Provides logistic support, less Class I, to all allied forces placed under
operational control of his component.
(6) USCENTCOM Assigned Regional Tasks:
(a) Specific task assignments for USCINCCENT are listed in Table V-3A. All common tasks that
are listed in Table V-2 are to be included in these plans.
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TABLE V-3A
USCENTCOM ASSIGNED REGIONAL TASKS (RT)
CINC TASK

PLAN TASK

ASSUMPTIONS

SUPPORTING CINCS

RT-1 Prepare an OPLAN
for the unilateral support
of Saudi Arabia/Kuwait in
case of aggression and in
support of U.S. interests.

OPLAN

R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5,
R-6

USCINCACOM
USCINCEUR
USCINCPAC
USCINCSOC
USCINCTRANS
USCINCSPACE
USCINCSTRAT

RT-2 Prepare an OPLAN
for the unilateral support
of Egypt in case of
aggression and in support
of U.S. interest.

OPLAN

R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5,
R-6

USCINCACOM
USCINCEUR
USCINCPAC
USCINCSOC
USCINCTRANS
USCINCSPACE
USCINCSTRAT

CONPLAN

(omitted)

(omitted)

RT-3 Prepare a
CONPLAN.....

(7) USCINCCENT Regional Force Tables: Regional forces apportioned for planning are listed in
Table V-3B.
TABLE V-3B
USCENTCOM FORCES APPORTIONED FOR REGIONAL CONTINGENCY
PLANNING
ARMY FORCES (ARCENT)
IN-PLACE FORCES (USCENTCOM)
ARMOR CAVALRY REGIMENT (FWD) (1)
AUGMENTATION FORCES (USACOM/FORSCOM)
CORPS HQ (2)
CORPS ARTILLERY HQ (2)
CORPS COMBAT SUPPORT (2)
CORPS COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT (2)
LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION (1)
MECHANIZED INFANTRY DIVISION (2)
ARMOR DIVISION (2)
AIR ASSAULT DIVISION (1)
ARMOR CAVALRY REGIMENT (1)
MECHANIZED INFANTRY BRIGADE (SEP) (1)
FIELD ARTILLERY BRIGADE (6)
AVIATION BRIGADE (2)
AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY BRIGADE (1.3)
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NAVY FORCES (NAVCENT)
IN-PLACE FORCES (USCENTCOM)
CARRIER BATTLE GROUP (CVBG) (1)
FLEET SUPPORT SERVICE GROUP (FSSG) (1)
AMPHIBIOUS SQUADRON (PHIBRON) (1)
SSN w/DRY DECK SHELTER (1)
AUGMENTATION FORCES (USACOM/USPACOM)
CARRIER BATTLE GROUPS (CVBG) (4)
SURFACE ACTION GROUP (SAG) (2)
ASW PATROL SQUADRON (VP) (1)
MINE COUNTERMEASURES GROUP (1)
FLEET SERVICES SUPPORT (0.3)
AMPHIBIOUS GROUP (PLT1BGRU) (1)
AMPHIBIOUS SQUADRON (PHIBRON) (1)
MARINE FORCES (MARCENT)
IN-PLACE FORCES (USCENTCOM)
MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT SPECIAL OPERATION CAPABLE (MEUSOC) (1)
AUGMENTATION FORCES (USACOM/USPACOM)
MARINE EXPEDITIONARY BRIGADE (MEB) (AMPHIBIOUS) (1)
MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (MPF) (1)
MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT (1)
AIR FORCE FORCES (CENTAF)
IN-PLACE FORCES (USCENTCOM)
AWACS AIRCRAFT\E-3A (4 A/C)
TACTICAL AIRLIFT SQUADRON\C-130 (2)
AEROSPACE RESCUE AND RECOVERY DETACHMENT (1)
AUGMENTATION FORCES (CONUS BASED/ACC/TRANSCOM)
FIGHTER SQUADRONS\F-117 (2)
FIGHTER SQUADRONS\F-15C (6)
FIGHTER SQUADRONS\F-15E (5)
FIGHTER SQUADRONS\F-16 (11
FIGHTER SQUADRONS\A-10 (6)
BOMBER SQUADRONS\B-1 (1)
BOMBER SQUADRONS\B-2 (6 A/C)
BOMBER SQUADRONS\B-52 (2)
EA-6B-USN/USAF SQUADRONS (2)
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES SQUADRON\EC-130 (1)
AWACS AIRCRAFT\E-3A (2 A/C)
ABCCC (1 A/C)
TACTICAL AIRLIFT SQUADRONS\C-130 (4)
AIR REFUELING DETACHMENT\KC-135 (6)
AIR REFUELING DETACHMENT\KC-10 (2)
AERO RESCUE AND RECOVERY SQUADRON (RESERVE/ANG) (1)
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SPECIAL FORCES (SOCCENT)
IN-PLACE FORCES (USCENTCOM)
SPECIAL FORCES BN(-) (1)
SOF THEATER NSWTU (1)
JSOTF HQ (1)
AUGMENTATION FORCES (USSOCOM)
JOINT PSYCHOLOGICAL OPS TF (1)
JOINT CA/MILITARY OPS TF (JCAMOTF) (1)
AFSOF SPECIAL OPERATIONS GROUP (2)
AFSOF WING AUGMENTATION (6 SQDNS) (1)
RANGER BN (1)

d. USCINCPAC

Omitted

e. USCINCSO

Omitted

f.

USCINCSOC

Omitted

g. USCINCSPACE

Omitted

h. USCINCSTRAT

Omitted

i.

Omitted

USCINCTRANS
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